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Over the years the need for a more powerful rewall lassi ation s heme to supplement stateless pa ket lassi ation has beome apparent. As a response to this demand Stateful Inspe tion (SI) was developed. While signi antly more powerful,
this s heme has a number of inherent disadvantages. One of the most predominant
ones being its inherent dependen e on ustom made proto ol onforman e spe i ations against whi h the inspe ted streams
an be he ked.
Currently, SI apable rewalls implement
these spe i ations by hard- oding them
into the rewall using the generi language
used to implement the rest of the rewall.
While simple, this approa h however has a
number of disadvantages in terms of omplexity and subsequently in terms of the
orre tness of the implemented spe i ations. In ee t this omplexity means that
the risk of errors present in these spe i ations is onsiderable and as a result
the overall level of se urity imposed by the
rewall might be de reased.
In this report we propose, implement, and
test a system apable of easing the task of
spe ifying and implementing proto ol onforman e spe i ations. Using this system the risk of errors should therefore be
redu ed and as a result the general level
of se urity should be in reased. This is
a hieved through the introdu tion of retargetable spe i ations whi h an be reused a ross dierent rewall implementations while at the same time be implemented using a ustom made language.
This way, more eort an be put into
the development and testing of one shared
spe i ation, as opposed to its omplete
reimplementation on ea h available rewall.
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Prefa e
This report do uments the Master's Thesis by Lars R. Olsen written under the resear h unit of Distributed Systems and Semanti s at the Depart-

ment of Computer S ien e at Aalborg University. The proje t is
with stateful inspe tions dependen e on

ustom made proto ol

on erned

onforman e

spe i ations, working as overlays against whi h the inspe ted streams are
he ked. To redu e this dependen y this report proposes, implements, and
tests a system

apable of easing the

reation and implementation of su h

spe i ations, while at the same time making them retargetable so that they
an be reused a ross dierent rewalls.
The report assumes that the reader has elementary knowledge about
basi

networking

on epts su h as pa kets, routing, the TCP/IP proto ol

suite, and rewalls in general.

It is split into 3 parts.

The rst, being

the introdu tion, motivates the proje t, gives an introdu tion to the

urrent

pra ti es in the implementation of stateful inspe tion, and des ribes how
proto ol

onforman e spe i ations are

that in pla e, a system

urrently

apable of easing the

reated for these.

With

reation of spe i ations for

these implementations is then proposed. In the se ond part this system is
then des ribed in detail. Finally, in the third part, an implementation of the
proposed system is tested and a

on lusion

on erning the advantages and

drawba ks of the proposal is drawn.
A homepage

ontaining this report as well as the implementation of the

proposed system is lo ated at the following address:

http://www. s.aau.dk/∼lro/rp s

Lars Riis Olsen

PART I

Introdu tion
This part provides an introdu tion to the proje t. It starts by motivating
the proje t in Chapter 1; what is stateful inspe tion, whi h improvements
does it oer
ies in the

ompared to stateless pa ket
urrent way of

lassi ation, and whi h de ien-

reating and implementing spe i ations for it do

we want to alleviate. With that in pla e, Chapter 2 provides a more detailed
introdu tion to stateful inspe tion and des ribes how it is implemented and
performed by

urrent rewalls. With an outset in this des ription, some of

the problems introdu ed by stateful inspe tion are des ribed and our proposal to alleviate some of these problems is introdu ed.
introdu tion in pla e, the part
and goals of the proje t.

Finally, with this

on ludes with a denition of the nal s ope

Chapter 1

Motivation
Over the past de ade the Internet has grown tremendously. From in luding
only 213 hosts in 1981, it has grown to

onsist of approximately 233 million

hosts as of January 2004[Sur04℄. This dramati

in rease illustrates the de-

velopment of the Internet, from a small set of inter onne ted
for s ienti

omputers used

and military purposes only, to the general purpose,

ommer ial

network that it is today.
A result of this dramati
te hnologies to prote t and

growth is an equal in rease in the demand for
ontrol its users. The rewall is one su h te hnol-

ogy. A rewall is essentially a sele tive router whi h works by inter epting
and examining sele t parts of the proto ol headers of all pa kets sent through
it. Based on this examination,

ommonly known as

lassi ation, the pa ket

is either blo ked or let through, thereby allowing the rewall administrator
to

ontrol the tra

passing through it. To further maximize the

ontrol,

rewalls are usually deployed to a t as gateways between networks, thereby
allowing for the examination of all tra
of this setup

passing between them. An example

an be seen in Figure 1.1. Needless to say the ee tiveness of

Figure 1.1. A rewall a ting as a gateway between two networks has re eived two pa kets. It
has been ongured to only a ept pa kets with an IP sour e proto ol header eld of 10.*.*.*.
This means that Pa ket 1 has been allowed to pass whereas pa ket 2 has been dropped and
therefore removed from the network.
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the rewall depends on its ability to

lassify the inter epted pa kets. The

rst rewalls, now referred to as stateless rewalls relied solely on a stateless
lassi ation s heme where all pa kets are

lassied independently from ea h

other. While fast and simple this s heme however has a number of serious
limitations. One of the most predominant ones is the fa t that, using this
s heme, basing the

lassi ation on mutable header elds

numbers and TCP ags, rarely makes mu h sense.
lassi ation in stateless rewalls most often

1 su h as sequen e

The result is that the

an only be based on a small

portion of the pa ket (the immutable elds), thereby negle ting a lot of information that
example of the

ould otherwise be used to sharpen the

lassi ation.

An

onsequen es of this limitation is the ACK ping atta k whi h

allows an atta ker to determine whether an IP address is in use, even though
the potential host would pla ed behind a stateless rewall[tW00℄. Where a
traditional ping works by sending an ICMP type 8 pa ket to the address in
question[Pos81a℄, the ACK ping atta k works by sending an unsoli ited TCP
ACK pa ket (a TCP pa ket with the ACK ag set) to the vi tim. If the address is in use, the vi tim, realizing that the pa ket is illegal, responds with
an RST pa ket[Pos81b℄ ultimately telling the atta ker that the address is in
use. Where a stateless rewall

an easily be made to drop all ICMP type 8

pa kets, thereby disallowing the traditional ping, it has no way of telling the
unsoli ited pa ket from a soli ited one. The result is that stateless rewalls
are not

apable of prote ting against su h atta ks as simply dropping all

ACK or RST pa kets would disrupt legal tra
it should therefore be

lear that this

as well. From this example

lassi ation s heme is inadequate and

a new, more powerful s heme, is needed.
Stateful Inspe tion (SI) is one su h s heme. It distinguishes itself from
the stateless approa h in that it in orporates the notion of pa ket streams,
thus making it possible to
to whi h it belongs.

lassify ea h pa ket in the

In other words, it is

ontext of the stream

apable of behaving very mu h

like the hosts it is trying to prote t. It works by storing information about
the state of the pa ket streams existing a ross the rewall.
a pa ket arrives it is

Every time

lassied using this stored information and a user-

dened Proto ol Conforman e Spe i ation (PCS) spe ifying a number of
requirements that must be met by streams of the type in question (e.g. TCP

2

streams) . As the requirements of the PCS
on the state of the stream, the inspe tion

an be made to dier depending
an therefore be made stateful by

storing the state of the stream in-between inspe tion of the pa kets. Based
on how the

ontents of the pa ket mat hes the requirements spe ied for

the state in question, a result of the inspe tion
invalid) and used in the nal

1 Proto

an be obtained (e.g. ok or

lassi ation of the pa ket. Through the use of

ol header elds whose orre tness depend on the state of the pa ket stream to
whi h the pa ket belongs.
2 Note that there is no universally a epted name for these spe i ations but that we
will refer to them as proto ol onforman e spe i ations.

5

1.1 Proje t Goals

this s heme it is therefore possible for the rewall to base the

lassi ation

on the state of the stream whi h in turn enables it to base the

lassi ation

on mutable elds as well. As a result, through the use of SI, it is possible to
prote t against state dependent atta ks su h as ACK Ping as it

an easily

be established that the unsoli ited pa ket does not belong to any existing
stream.
While the introdu tion of SI

learly in reases

apabilities of the rewall

it also brings about a number of inherent disadvantages. First of all it adds
a

onsiderable amount of

omplexity to the rewall. While SI is

on eptu-

ally fairly simple, its implementation involves the handling of a number of
omplex issues su h as the e ient storing of information and the implementation of the PCSs.

As added

omplexity always in reases the risk of

errors being made during development, this fa tor essentially de reases the
overall level of se urity imposed by the rewall. One of the most signi ant
sour es of this added degree of

omplexity is the fa t that SI requires at least

one PCS to be devised and implemented for ea h supported type of stream

3

(TCP, UDP, et ) . In the

ase of stateless rewalls, adding support for a new

type of proto ol/pa ket was simply a matter of getting a

ess to the elds in

that pa kets proto ol header(s). For SI on the other hand, the in orporation
of the notion of streams means that a spe ialized PCS must be developed
as well.

In

urrent rewalls these spe i ations, whi h often span several

hundred lines of

ode, are implemented using the same general purpose lan-

guage used to implement the rest of the rewall[Hom04℄[Fil04℄. As
seen from the time and eort gone into implementing PCSs for the

an be

urrently

available open sour e rewalls the result is that adding new PCSs is often a
tedious and

ompli ated task. Furthermore, when implementing PCSs using

general purpose languages a lot of time is usually spent paying attention
to issues not related to the behavior of the streams (avoidan e of pointer
errors et .). As rewalls are rst and foremost about providing se urity, and
omplexity always serves to in rease the risk of errors, this approa h to the
implementation of PCSs is by no means ideal.

This proje t aims to solve

this problem by developing a new and more reliable way of implementing
PCSs.

1.1 Proje t Goals
The goal of this proje t is to in rease the exibility and se urity of SI. This
goal is a hieved through the development of a retargetable PCS spe i ation system that allows the developer to write the PCSs in a

ustom made,

proto ol-oriented, and rewall independent language. This language hides,
to the behavior of a proto ol, unimportant issues su h as the storing and

3 More

than one if you for reasons of se urity, performan e et . are not ontent with
using the same PCS for all streams of the same type.
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retrieving of state information.

Doing so, it allows the PCS developer to

stop thinking about these issues and instead allows him to fo us on what is
important - the intended behavior of the pa ket streams.

Se ondly, being

proto ol-oriented means that the language is made ex lusively for the task
of spe ifying PCSs.

Most notably this means that the language does not

ontain any unne essary

onstru ts that

an

ompli ate the task at hand.

Furthermore, the language being rewall independent allows for the development of
usable by

ompilers that

an

ompile PCSs written in the language into

urrent and future rewalls. This way dierent rewalls

ode

an reuse

the same PCS implementation, thus making it possible to fo us on perfe ting
this single implementation as opposed to manually porting it to the dierent
rewalls. This in turn should strengthen the quality of the PCS and thereby
in rease the overall level of se urity imposed by the rewall.

Finally, the

system eases the job of developers of new rewalls, as all that is needed to
add a wide range of PCSs, is to make a

ompiler for the developed rewall.

Having briey introdu ed and motivated the proje t the next hapter will
provide a more in-depth des ription of SI and its strengths and weaknesses.
With this des ription in pla e, the proposed retargetable PCS

reation sys-

tem will then be introdu ed, and the nal s ope of the proje t dened.

Chapter 2

Stateful Inspe tion and its
Inherent Problems
In the previous

hapter it was des ribed how SI, while useful and

tually simple, has a number of inherent disadvantages when it
implementing it.

In order to make it

on epomes to

lear why this is so, and to further

larify the purpose of the proposed retargetable PCS system, this

hapter

provides a more in-depth introdu tion to SI. To fully understand this introdu tion, one however rst need to attain an understanding of the

on eptual

ar hite ture of a rewall, how it works, and how it goes about in orporating

lassi ation s hemes su h as SI and stateless pa ket

Se tion 2.1 a brief introdu tion to rewalls and their

lassi ation. In

on eptual ar hite ture

is therefore given. Then, in Se tion 2.2 a more thorough introdu tion to SI
and how it is performed is provided.

Over the

ourse of that des ription,

the problems surrounding its implementation should be ome

lear, and in

Se tion 2.3 these problems will then be des ribed in greater detail. In Se tion 2.4 we give a short des ription to how PCSs are implemented in some
urrent day rewalls, and then in Se tion 2.5 a more detailed introdu tion to
our retargetable PCS system whi h aims to ease this task, is given. Finally,
in Se tion 2.6 the introdu tion is

on luded by the denition of the nal

s ope of the proje t.

2.1 The Con eptual Ar hite ture of a Firewall
A rewall

an, in short, be des ribed as an advan ed sele tive router. That is,

a devi e whi h re eives pa kets on a network interfa e, removes those whi h
are not allowed to pass, and forwards the rest to their proper destination.
Exa tly whi h pa kets are allowed to pass and whi h are to be blo ked is
dened in a set of rules

reated by the administrator of the rewall. More

spe i ally, these rules are

reated by spe ifying a number of properties

that a

omply with, along with a des ription of what

lass of pa kets must

Stateful Inspe tion and its Inherent Problems

must happen to pa kets belonging to this
be spe ied depend on the

lass.
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The properties that

an

apabilities of the rewall and the following rule

illustrates this:
rule IP_SRC=10.0.*.* IP_PROTO=6 -a ACCEPT
This rule, whi h is typi al for a stateless rewall, denes a

lass

onsisting

of all pa kets with the IP_SRC eld set to 10.0.*.* and the IP_PROTO
eld set to 6 (TCP). Furthermore it spe ies that all pa kets belonging to
this

lass must be a

epted, thereby allowing all tra

properties to pass through the rewall.

that adheres to these

As previously des ribed stateless

rewalls are restri ted to

lassify all pa kets independently. More pre isely,

we dene stateless pa ket

lassi ation as performed by the stateless rewalls

as follows:

Denition 1 (Stateless Pa ket Classi ation)
The task of

lassifying pa kets based solely on the

ontents of the pro-

to ol headers of the pa ket.
Using this denition implies that only properties
of the pa kets

on erning the

an be spe ied as properties of the individual

ontents

lasses. SI on

the other hand allows for a more high level view. An example of this
be seen in the following rule, whi h is typi al for a rewall
both SI as well as the stateless pa ket

an

apable of using

lassi ation:

rule IP_SRC=10.0.*.* IP_PROTO=6 -p s=MyPCS SI=OK -a ACCEPT
The dieren e in this rule

ompared to the stri tly stateless example, is the

addition of a new property spe ifying that the pa ket, when

he ked against

the MyPCS PCS, must result in SI returning OK. This way it is no longer
su ient for the TCP pa kets to have an IP_SRC eld of 10.0.*.*. as they
now must also make the MyPCS PCS return OK. Given a PCS that
for the

he ks

orre t use of the TCP ags, this rule would therefore prote t against

all ACK Ping atta ks with pa kets

ontaining an IP_SRC eld of 10.0.*.*.

With this in mind we dene SI as follows:

Denition 2 (Stateful Inspe tion)
The task of tra king the state of a stream, and based upon this state,
he king its pa kets against a predened PCS and subsequently returning
the inspe tion result to the rest of the rewall for further

lassi ation.

where a stream is dened as a sequen e of related pa kets, or more spe i ally
as follows:

9
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Denition 3 (Stream)
A sequen e of pa kets related by some relation dened by a proto ol
used by the pa kets.

With this short des ription of how a rewall is
ties and

lasses in pla e, the

des ribed. This

ongured using proper-

on eptual ar hite ture of a rewall

on eptual ar hite ture

an now be

an be seen in Figure 2.1. In this

Firewall
Firewall Core
Properties
Network 1

Incoming
Packets

Stateless
Packet
Classification

Properties
...

Accepted
Packets

Stateful
Inspection

Network 2

The on eptual ar hite ture of a rewall where the Firewall Core is responsible for
the re eption, nal lassi ation, and forwarding of pa kets. Similarly, the Properties modules
are responsible for extra ting the values of properties from those pa kets.

Figure 2.1.

ar hite ture the Firewall Core is responsible for the re eption, nal
si ation, and forwarding of pa kets.

The

las-

lassi ation itself is performed

through the use of a number of Properties modules whi h ea h have a number of properties they

an

he k. For a stateless module this would simply

be the values of the dierent elds in the header, whereas it for an SI module
would be the result of the inspe tion given a spe ied PCS. Through the use
of these modules, it is then the job of the rewall

ore to retrieve the values of

the appropriate properties and determine whi h rule they mat h. In relation
to this ar hite ture, the task of adding a PCS

an therefore be seen either

as the task of making an entirely new properties module spe i ally for this
PCS or as the task of extending an existing module with a new property for
the new PCS. As it will soon be

lear, in this

on eptual design, the idea of

reating the proposed retargetable PCS system
developing a retargetable SI properties module

an be seen as the task of
apable of being

ongured,

using a proto ol oriented language, to return property values ree ting the
spe ied PCS.

2.2 Stateful Inspe tion
In Chapter 1 it was briey des ribed how SI

lassies pa kets in the

ontext

of their streams, thereby allowing for stri ter and more prote tive rewalls.
Throughout this se tion a more thorough des ription of SI is given. We start
by providing a more in-depth introdu tion to the

on ept of the PCS.

Stateful Inspe tion and its Inherent Problems
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2.2.1 The Proto ol Conforman e Spe i ation
The PCS is essentially the

onguration whi h denes how SI should behave.

It denes, given the re eption of any pa ket of the type for whi h the PCS
was made, and knowledge about the state whi h the stream is
the property value to be returned to the rewall
state of the stream.

The PCS

urrently in,

ore as well as the new

an therefore be seen as a state ma hine

and Figure 2.2, whi h shows a graphi al illustration of a PCS

apable of

dete ting the ACK Ping atta k des ribed in Chapter 1, illustrates this. In
Default Property Value

Invalid

TCP_SYN=1
TCP_ACK=0
TCP_FIN=0
Ok

Closed

TCP_SYN=1
TCP_ACK=1
TCP_FIN=0
return
Ok

SYN
Seen
60 sec

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=1
TCP_FIN=1
return
Ok

Return
FIN Seen
Last
120 sec

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=0
TCP_FIN=1
original
Ok

Half Close
Original
120 sec

Stream Key
Pair 1
Pair 2
IP_SRC
IP_DST
TCP_SRCPORT TCP_DSTPORT
TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=1
TCP_FIN=0
original
Ok

SYN ACK
Seen
120 sec

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=1
TCP_FIN=1
return
Ok

Original
FIN Seen
First

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=1
TCP_FIN=1
original
Ok

Return
FIN Seen
First

120 sec

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=0
TCP_FIN=1
original
Ok

Established
5 days

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=1
TCP_FIN=1
original
Ok

Original
FIN Seen
Last

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=0
TCP_FIN=1
return
Ok

Half Close
Return
120 sec

120 sec

120 sec

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=0
TCP_FIN=1
return
Ok

Figure 2.2. A simplied PCS whi h he ks for the orre t use of the TCP- SYN, ACK, and
FIN ags and thereby apable of dete ting the ACK Ping atta k. For a des ription of the
meaning of TCP_SYN, TCP_ACK and TCP_FIN, see Appendix A.

this representation the nodes represent the basi
be in. The itali

states that the stream

an

numbers written inside these nodes are the timeout values

spe ifying the amount of time that may pass between the re eption of two
pa kets before a timeout o
des ribe how a stream

urs.

Similarly, the edges ( alled transitions)

an pass between these states.

The labels written

above the transitions are the requirements, from now on referred to as guards,
that must be satised by the re eived pa ket in order for the stream to
go from one state to another.

Furthermore, the labels written below the

transitions spe ify whi h dire tion the pa ket must have relative to the rst
pa ket of the stream. In the PCS of Figure 2.2 Original means that it must
be owing in the same dire tion as the rst, whereas return means that
it must ow in the opposite dire tion.

The last labels, written below the

dire tions, spe ify the property value of the inspe tion. Finally, in the upper
right

orner, two additional entities are shown. The default property value,

whi h spe ify the property value to be returned for pa kets not satisfying
any of the expli itly spe ied transitions, and the stream key, whi h spe ies
the elds used to identify pa kets belonging to the same stream.
With the spe i ation in Figure 2.2 it should be
atta k

lear that an ACK Ping

an be dete ted as no state information exists about the stream of the
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unsoli ited pa ket. As a result, the pa ket is
emerging from the

losed (Closed ) state.

he ked against the transitions
As the PCS spe ies that the

property value Invalid is to be returned if the rst pa ket is not a SYN
pa ket, the rewall administrator

an prote t against ACK Ping atta ks by

blo king pa kets returning this value.

For an example of how to

reate a

PCS for streams utilizing the TCP/IP proto ol, see Example 2.2.1.

Example 2.2.1 (Simplied PCS for the TCP/IP Proto ol Suite)
TCP is a

onne tion-oriented proto ol and therefore by denition goes

through a series of states when opening and

losing a

onne tion. For the

sake of simpli ity this example fo uses only on the set up phase. In Figure 7.1(a), a transition system showing the states that a TCP/IP
tion

an pass through during this part of the proto ol,

Stream Key
Tuple A
Tuple B
IP_DST
IP_SRC
TCP_SRCPORT TCP_DSTPORT

SYNACK
Sent
2 min

Default Result
Invalid

Normal
Transition

Closed

Timeout
Transition

onne -

an be seen[Pos81b℄.

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=1
TCP_FIN=0
TCP_RST=0
original
Establishing

TCP_SYN=1
TCP_ACK=1
TCP_FIN=0
TCP_RST=0
return
Establishing

TCP_SYN=1
TCP_ACK=0
TCP_FIN=0
TCP_RST=0
New

SYN
Sent
1 min

SYN
Received
rcv SYN
−−
snd SYN,ACK

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=1
TCP_FIN=0
TCP_RST=0
original
Establishing

rcv SYNACK
rcv SYN
snd ACK

Closed

rcv SYN,ACK
−−
snd ACK

snd SYN

SYN
Sent

Established

5 days

Timeout

To the rest of protocol
specification
2 min

(a) A transition system depi ting the
states through whi h a TCP/IP onne tion an pass while being set up.
Figure 2.3.

TCP_SYN=1
TCP_ACK=0
TCP_FIN=0
TCP_RST=0
return
Establishing

1 min

To the rest
of the protocol
specification

ACK
Wait 2
1 min

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=1
TCP_FIN=0
TCP_RST=0
return
Establishing

Established
5 days

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=1
TCP_FIN=0
TCP_RST=0
return
Establishing

ACK
Wait 1
1 min

Simultaneus
Open
1 min

TCP_SYN=0
TCP_ACK=1
TCP_FIN=0
TCP_RST=0
original
Establishing

(b) A PCS he king the part of the
TCP proto ol shown in Figure 7.1(a).

Transition system for part of the TCP proto ol(a) and a orresponding PCS(b).

As that gure shows, a

onne tion is initialized by rst sending a SYN

pa ket. The re eiving host must then return a SYNACK pa ket in order
to indi ate that the rst pa ket has been re eived. In the event that both
hosts try to open a

onne tion at the same time, that is they both send a

SYN pa ket, ea h host must return an ACK pa ket to the other before they
an both enter the Established state. Furthermore, timeouts

an o

ur in

all open states. An example of this is the SYN Sent state. In the event
that a pa ket brings the stream into this state a new SYNACK must arrive
within 2 minutes. If this does not happen, a timeout o

urs and the stream

eases to exist. Finally, the stream key for TCP is made up of the sour e
and destination so ket pairs with ea h pair being an IP address and a port
number. That is, if two pa kets both have the same values stored in these

Stateful Inspe tion and its Inherent Problems
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elds they are identied as belonging to the same stream.
With this short des ription of the rst states of the TCP proto ol, it
is possible to make a PCS that ensures that TCP/IP
up

onne tions are set

orre tly. A graphi al illustration of su h a PCS, using the previously

des ribed notation,

an be seen in Figure 7.1(b). As

spe i ation any new

New to be returned to the rewall
that this pa ket brings the
two things

an be seen from that

onne tion must be initiated by a SYN pa ket for
ore. Furthermore, it

an also be seen

onne tion into the SYN Sent state. From here

an happen. Either a return SYNACK or a return SYN pa ket

is inter epted.

In the former

ase, the

onne tion enters the SYNACK

Sent state where a further ACK pa ket will bring the
Established state.

In the latter

onne tion into the

ase, whi h is the situation where both

hosts simultaneously try to open a

onne tion, a further two ACK pa kets

must be sent before the

an nally be established. By dropping

onne tion

all pa kets returning Invalid the spe i ations of the Figure 7.1(a)

an

therefore be upheld. Similarly, by dropping New pa kets from a network,
the establishment of

onne tions by users on this network

an be prevented.

2.2.2 Performing the Inspe tion
With the PCS in pla e it is possible to perform the a tual inspe tion. Currently several dierent approa hes to doing this exists.

The most widely

used is Table Based Stateful Inspe tion [JSCO02℄ whi h is used by most open
sour e rewalls[Fil04℄[Hom04℄ and built around a table (the state table) in
whi h the state of all streams

urrently being inspe ted is stored. Whenever

a pa ket is re eived, the state table is

onsulted for state information about

the stream to whi h the pa ket belongs, and the pa ket

an subsequently

be inspe ted. The pseudo- ode for the Inspe tPa ket fun tion, as shown in
Algorithm 1, shows how this is done.
As

an be seen from this outline the rst task upon re eiving a pa ket is

to perform a lookup in the state table to determine whether any information
is stored about the stream of the pa ket. Based upon the out ome of this
lookup two things

an happen:

Information is found: If information about the stream is found, this information tells whi h state the stream was in prior to the re eption
of the new pa ket. With this information the
then

he ked against the

this state.

ontent of the pa ket is

onstraints of the transitions emerging from

When a transition whose

onstraints are satised by the

pa ket is found, the property value asso iated with that transition is
delivered to the rewall
up a
is a

ore. Depending on whether the rewall ends

epting the pa ket two things

an then happen.

epted, the state table is updated to ree t the

If the pa ket

hanges brought

by the pa ket. On the other hand, if the pa ket is dropped, the state

13
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Algorithm 1: Outline of the
Data

InspectP acket

fun tion

: pa ket to be inspe ted

state info

←

LookupStreamInTable(pa ket);

if state info found then
forea h transition in PCS emerging from stored state do
if

ontent of pa ket satises transition

onstraints then

if property value asso iated with the transition auses the
rewall to a

ept the pa ket then

if new state is a

losed state then

delete state info;

else
update state info;

else
forea h transition in PCS emerging from
if

ontent of pa ket satises transition

losed state do
onstraints then

if property value asso iated with the transition auses the
rewall to a

ept the pa ket then

if new state is an open state then
reate state info for new stream;

information remains un hanged to ree t the fa t that the pa ket will
never rea h its nal destination.

No information is found: If the lookup yields no information it must be
assumed that the re eived pa ket is the rst in a new stream. In this
ase the

ontents of the pa ket is therefore

tions emerging from the

he ked against the transi-

losed state. When a mat hing transition is

found its asso iated property value is passed on to the rewall
As was the

ase for when state information was found, two things

then happen.

If the rewall

mentioned transition is

hooses to a

ore.
an

ept the pa ket the afore-

he ked to see if it points to an open state. If

it does, a new entry is added to the state table to ree t the arrival of
this new stream. If on the other hand the rewall

hooses to blo k the

pa ket no entry is added regardless of the new state.
With respe t to timeouts these are handled in a slightly dierent manner.
Where the Inspe tPa ket fun tion

he ked the re eived pa kets against the

transitions in the spe i ation, timeouts only o

ur when no pa kets have

been re eived for a predened amount of time.

The normal pro edure in

Stateful Inspe tion and its Inherent Problems
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he k the status of all streams

If a stream is found for whi h no pa kets have been

re eived within the predened amount of time, the stream has timed out
and the entry is deleted. The outline of the TimeoutHandler fun tion shown
in Algorithm 2 illustrates this.

Algorithm 2: Outline of the

T imeoutHandler

fun tion

while true do
forea h stream in state table do
if stream has timed out then
delete state info for stream;

wait X se onds ;

2.3 Design Problems Introdu ed by Stateful Inspe tion
With the more detailed des ription of SI in pla e, we now turn our attention
to a des ription of some of the problems introdu ed by it. Some of the most
predominant ones will be des ribed next.

2.3.1 Adds a Considerable Amount of Complexity to the
Firewall
From the des ription in the previous se tion it should be
ing SI is a relatively

lear that perform-

ompli ated task. Inevitably the introdu tion of SI into

an otherwise stateless rewall therefore leads to an in rease in the
of the rewall. As

omplexity

omplexity always in reases the risk of errors being made

during design and implementation, this is a serious problem. The following
paragraphs des ribe, from a design and implementation point of view, some
of the origins of this added

Fast storage and a

omplexity.

ess to stream information: The key aspe t dier-

entiating SI from stateless pa ket
pa kets in the

lassi ation is SIs ability to view the

ontext of the streams to whi h they belong. For this to

be possible the rewall needs to be able to store, update, and a
information about this

ontext.

As should be

lear from the outline

of the Inspe tPa ket fun tion this information needs to be a
least on e for every inter epted pa ket.

ess

essed at

For these operations not to

in ur to great a performan e penalty, it is therefore paramount to the
performan e of the rewall, that they
e ient manner.

an be performed in a fast and
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State information needs to be kept
information
represents.

onsistent: With the ability to store

omes the need to keep it

onsistent with the stream it

In parti ular, this means that two pa kets belonging to

the same stream

an not be inspe ted at the same time as the

in-between the table lookup and the table update is a

ode

riti al region.

That is, if two pa kets from the same stream are in this se tion at
the same time, the latter is likely to take outset in a wrong state, and
therefore likely to be wrongfully inspe ted.
Se ondly, there is the issue of

oordinating the operations of the In-

spe tPa ket and TimeoutHandler fun tions. As was des ribed in Se tion 2.2.2 the normal pro edure is to periodi ally traverse the entire
state table in the sear h for timed out streams. But what if the TimeoutHandler en ounters a stream that appears to have timed out only
be ause a pa ket whi h arrived within time is still in the previously
mentioned

riti al region. In this situation the

onne tion has

learly

not timed out and the stream information should not be deleted.
Both of the above issues
of a number of lo ks.

an obviously be dealt with through the use

However, as with most multi-threading, the

solution and its implementation

an qui kly be ome

omplex when the

previously mentioned performan e requirements are also taken into
a

Fast a

ount.

ess to proto ol

table a PCS is a
i ation does not
of a

onforman e spe i ations: As with the state

essed every time a pa ket is re eived. While the spe hange during the operation of the rewall, a fast way

essing it is still needed.

E ient handling of timeouts: While the ode needed to deal with timeouts is not very dierent from that needed for the inspe tion of pa kets,
it still puts a

onsiderable strain on the state table. Where the Inspe t-

Pa ket fun tion requires a state table with fast a

ess to a single table,

the TimeoutHandler requires fast traversal of all entries. As a result, a
datastru ture

apable of performing well in both situations, while still

allowing for a great deal of

on urren y, is needed.

2.3.2 Keeping SI Up-to-date With New Proto ols is a Tedious and Error Prone Task
As ea h PCS is spe i

to one type of stream at least one PCS is needed for

ea h type of stream supported by the rewall. This means that in order to
perform SI on a large number of stream types, you either need an easy way of
adding new spe i ations, or otherwise spend a lot of time adding these. The
latter approa h however raises a number of issues. First of all it is not likely
to be a very feasible long term solution as new proto ols and hen e new types

Stateful Inspe tion and its Inherent Problems
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of streams frequently appear. Se ondly, it raises some

on erns with regard

to the overall se urity of the rewall. The problem arises with the fa t that
with ea h new PCS the amount of

ode making up the rewall in reases.

As it is a widely re ognized fa t that in relation to se urity, simpli ity is a
virtue[ea03℄[ea02℄, it is a good idea to make the addition of new spe i ations
as easy as possible.

This need is further in reased by the fa t that one

PCS for ea h type of stream might not be enough to suit all needs.

An

example of this is the PCS for the dete tion of ACK Ping atta ks des ribed
in Se tion 2.2.1. While this spe i ation is indeed

apable of dete ting su h

atta ks, it does not deal with e.g. the in orre t use of the sequen e number
elds. Where the spe i ation may therefore be su ient in some areas of
use, it may equally as well be totally insu ient in others. On the other hand,
more

omprehensive PCSs may in some situations be to stri t or indulge to

great a performan e penalty, and may therefore for some purposes be equally
unsuitable. As a result, several PCSs for the same type of stream is likely to
be needed.
However, one key fa tor somewhat easing the need for new PCSs is to be
found in the layered layout of the TCP/IP referen e model[CK74℄. Be ause
of this model, all streams simultaneously make use of several dierent proto ols. In relation to SI this makes it possible to divide these proto ols into
two groups, ea h with their own distin t properties. The rst group make up
the network and transport layer proto ols.

These proto ols are

ized by being few in numbers and hardly ever

hara ter-

hanging. The se ond group

omprises the appli ation layer proto ols, and where only a few network and
transport layer proto ols exists, new appli ation layer proto ols appear on
a regular basis. A way of

ountering the need for many PCSs would there-

fore be to limit the support to in lude network and transport layer proto ols
only. This approa h however has one major drawba k. While only allowing
for SI on network and transport layer proto ols is

ertainly an improvement

over the stri tly stateless approa h, its ee t is still limited

ompared to the

full approa h where support for all the proto ols of the pa ket is provided.
No matter whi h solution is

hosen there is however nothing eliminating the

need for easy way of adding new PCSs.

2.4 Current Pra ti es in the Implementation of Stateful Inspe tion
This se tion provides an introdu tion to how two

urrently available re-

walls implement SI and try to deal with the previously des ribed problems.
It starts by des ribing the simplest and least exible approa h (used by

OpenBSD PF [Fil04℄), before moving onto the more exible approa h used
by the Linux Netlter [Hom04℄ rewall. Finally, a des ription of some of the
general limitations of the

urrent pra ti es will be given.

2.4 Current Pra ti es in the Implementation of Stateful
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2.4.1 OpenBSD PF
The implementation of SI in PF has a very monolithi

ar hite ture where

fo us has been put on immediate simpli ity as opposed to exibility and
extendability. This means that while its ar hite ture and
relatively simple, the task of adding new PCSs is
is most

ode tends to be

omparatively harder. This

learly visible in the fa t that the rewall provides no fun tionality

for easing the task of adding new PCSs. An example of this is the la k of
a built-in state table implementation that automati ally handles issues su h
as performan e and

on urren y. The result is that the implementor of new

spe i ations is for ed to handle these issues himself. Arguably, this is probably also one of the reasons why only very few PCSs have been added to this
rewall. Finally, all spe i ations must be written in C, thereby as des ribed
in Chapter 1, further in reasing the risk of errors in their implementation.

2.4.2 Linux Netlter
In Netlter,

ontrary to what was the

ase with PF, exibility and modular-

ity has been a major design goal in all aspe ts of the development pro ess.
This parti ularly shows in its SI implementation whi h provides the PCS
developer with a number of built-in modules that
store information, handle

an be used to e iently

on urren y issues et . While the Netlter rewall

might ease the task of storing state information it does however nothing to

1

make the a tual spe i ation of the proto ol any easier . This, along with
the

ode integrating it with the built-in modules still has to be written in C.

However, in

omparison to PF, the addition of these built-in modules is still

a big improvement. Furthermore, as these modules are used by virtually all
PCSs and are integral parts of the SI subsystem, the number of bugs in these
modules is likely to be small. By using these modules, the PCS developer
an therefore stop fo using on these issues and instead

on entrate more on

a tual behavior of the stream.
With regards to the proto ols supported by Netlter, the ee ts of the
modular ar hite ture are

lear.

dierent PCSs for the most

As of writing, Netlter ships with several

ommonly used network and transport layer

proto ols as well as PCSs for a wide range of appli ation layer proto ols.

2.4.3 Limitations in Current Pra ti es
Although the two rewalls approa h to the implementation of SI dier, there
is one problem they both share - the job of adding new PCSs is a tedious
and unstru tured pro ess

ontaining a mix of dealing with the behavior of

the stream, as well as writing
Netlter

1 In

learly

ode integrating it with the rewall.

While

onstitutes an improvement over PF it is still insu ient.

Netlter PCSs are referred to as

onne tion tra king helpers

Stateful Inspe tion and its Inherent Problems
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Most of this stems from the fa t the spe i ations must still be written in C
and that this language is simply not designed for this. This makes the task
unne essarily

ompli ated and

an be the

ause of errors whi h have nothing

to do with the behavior of the streams (pointer errors et .). Be ause rewalls
are intended to provide se urity, and many of them (espe ially hardware
rewalls used by private users) are not easily upgradeable on e they have
been deployed, it is important that they are free of errors. Writing PCSs in
general purpose languages is therefore overkill and not a feasible approa h.
Furthermore, as
would be a
the

orre tness is paramount to the overall level of se urity it

onsiderable improvement if it was possible to formally prove

orre tness of the PCSs. As proving the

orre tness of

ode written in

omplex languages su h as C is generally a very tedious task, this is yet
another reason why the

urrent pra ti es are insu ient.

2.5 The Proposed Solution - Retargetable Proto ol
Conforman e Spe i ations
Having des ribed the dierent problems involved in performing SI and determined the limitation of the

urrent pra ti es, our proposal to a solution

to the problem of adding PCSs will now be introdu ed. We start by giving
a brief outline of the proposal thereby des ribing its

ore features.

2.5.1 Outline of the Proposal
One of the main problems haunting todays implementations of SI is their
la k of a simple spe ialized language designed solely for the task of spe ifying
PCSs. We propose the development of su h a language. The main advantage
will be that su h a language

an be made to perfe tly hide all issues not

dire tly related to the spe i ation of the PCS. Se ondly, having a language
that is simple and tailored towards the spe i ation of PCSs should redu e
the risk of bugs being present in the nal spe i ation. Furthermore, as the
behavior of a proto ol remains the same no matter in whi h rewall it is
inspe ted, the language

an be kept independent of any parti ular rewall.

The result is that a PCS written in this language
spe i ation whose deployment is no longer

an be seen as a universal

onned to any single rewall.

In ee t, su h a language would therefore allow for the development of a
fully retargetable PCS

reation system that

an be used by

urrent and

future rewalls. All that is left to the developer of the rewall is to develop
a

ompiler

apable of transforming the universal spe i ations into

ode

usable by his parti ular rewall. This way, the same tried and tested PCSs
an be reused a ross dierent rewalls thereby further strengthening their
quality and easing the task of adding them.

Finally, the language

tailored towards easing the task of formally proving the

an be

orre tness of the

2.5 The Proposed Solution - Retargetable Proto ol Conforman e
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Spe i ations

spe i ations. This way, the system will not only ease the implementation
of the PCSs, but also make it easier to verify their

orre tness. In turn, this

should thereby redu e the risk of having to issue expensive xes to already
deployed rewalls as a result of erroneous software.

2.5.2 The Ar hite ture of the Proposed System
In Figure 2.4 the three phases involved in transforming a universal spe i ation written in the rewall independent language, into the nal
by a parti ular rewall,

an be seen.

similar to what is used by other

ode usable

The approa h is simple and fairly

ompilers. That is, the universal spe i a-

tion is parsed into an intermediate representation from whi h the dierent
outputs are generated.

Using this approa h

as the implementation

reated for phases 1 and 2 remains the same for all

ode reuse

an be maximized

output generators. This way, all that is left to the rewall developer is to
reate an output generator for his parti ular rewall (whi h itself is a fairly
simple task). Finally, as the system is not bound to any spe i

program-

ming language, the entire system along with the output generators

an be

implemented in a more high level language whi h, in turn, should ease the
development pro ess.
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3
Native Firewall Code
Output Generators

Firewall Independent and Protocol
Oriented Specification Language

PF

Firewall Independent Optimization

Universal Specification
Parser

Intermediate Representation

Netfilter
.
.
.
IPFilter

The three phases involved in transforming a PCS written in the rewall independent
language into ode usable by a rewall.

Figure 2.4.

The rst step in the pro ess depi ted in Figure 2.4 is the rewall independent and proto ol oriented language. The rst task in the development
of this language is to determine what it must be able to represent. That is,
what makes up a PCS, whi h proto ols must it be able to represent, and
what is needed in order to spe ify the intended behavior of these proto ols.
The result of this analysis is the development of a minimal model

apable of

representing the spe i ations, and the development of a language

apable of

representing this model. The next step is to develop an intermediate representation upon whi h rewall independent optimizations
and from whi h the nal output

an be performed,

an be generated. Doing so, the key issue

is to gure out whi h optimizations are feasible to perform, and in whi h
data stru ture the intermediate representation should be stored. The nal

step in the transformation is to generate the a tual output. This task is performed by output generators provided by the rewall developers. The job
of these generators is to transform the optimized spe i ation stored in the
intermediate representation, into something usable by the dierent rewalls.

2.6 Proje t Des ription
The goal of this proje t is to design, implement, and test the model and
a

ompanying retargetable PCS system des ribed in the previous se tion.

As this, to our knowledge is the rst proje t dealing with this issue, we will
narrow its fo us and limit the system to the support of PCSs for TCP/IP
and UDP/IP only. The reason for

hoosing these proto ols is mainly due to

their widespread use as the basis for most of todays Internet tra [Tra01℄.
As des ribed in Se tion 2.5 the development of the proposed system inludes the design and implementation of the following

•

omponents:

Phase 1

 A model

apable of representing proto ol

onforman e spe i a-

tions for the TCP/IP and UDP/IP proto ol suites.

 A rewall independent and proto ol oriented language with an
expressive power equivalent to that of the aforementioned model.

 A parser apable of turning PCSs written in the previously mentioned language into a parse tree a ting as an interfa e between
the parser and the intermediate representation.

•

Phase 2

 An intermediate representation apable of optimizing and storing
the PCS.

 An API for use by the output generators,
a

•

apable of providing

ess to PCSs stored in the intermediate representation.

Phase 3

 To be able to test the proposed system and fa ilitate its

urrent

and future development an output generator for the Netlter[Hom04℄
rewall is needed.

PART II

The Proposed System
Having briey introdu ed the proposed system this part des ribes, in detail,
the dierent parts of that system. As des ribed in relation to the ar hite ture a number of steps are involved in transforming the PCS written in the
rewall independent language into

ode usable by the individual rewalls.

To ree t this ar hite ture this part

ontains a separate

hapter for ea h of

these steps. As a result, Chapter 3 des ribes the underlying minimal model
apable of representing PCSs for the TCP/IP and UDP/IP proto ol suites,
and developed to a t as the foundation for the retargetable system. With
that foundation in pla e, Chapter 4 des ribes the proto ol oriented language
developed to be

apable of representing that model. With the language in

pla e Chapter 5

on erns the development of the intermediate representation

and the

orresponding API from whi h the nal output

Finally, Chapter 6 is

on erned with output generation pro ess and provides

a hands-on example of how an output
tioned API.

an be generated.

an be generated using the aforemen-

Chapter 3

The Underlying Model
This

hapter des ribes the model underlying the proposed system.

To in-

rease exibility, while at the same time building a solid foundation for the
nal system, the development of this model was split into two phases.
Se tion 3.1 the behavior and dierent pie es of basi

a PCS is des ribed, and an abstra t model, the proto ol
(PCM), whi h
the

onforman e model

aptures this behavior and fun tionality is dened. Through

reation of this abstra t model we aim to

whi h, depending on how it is spe ialized,
various

In

fun tionality needed in

reate a

ommon foundation

an be made to represent PCSs for

urrent and future proto ols. Finally, and in tune with this approa h,

Se tion 3.2 presents su h a spe ialization

apable of representing TCP and

UDP PCSs. Throughout the rest of the report, this spe ialization is then
used as the basis for the

urrent version of proposed system.

3.1 The Proto ol Conforman e Model
As should be

lear from the PCSs des ribed and illustrated in the previous

hapters, the behavior of a proto ol, and hen e the streams using them,

an

be des ribed using an automaton. The PCM is therefore a formal denition
of the key

on epts of the automaton des ribed in those

hapters,

1
with a denition of the environment in whi h it operates .
des ribing and dening the major

ombined

We begin by

omponents in this environment.

3.1.1 The Environment
The two elements in the environment in whi h SI, and therefore the PCSs,
operates are those of hosts and streams. In this environment it is the responsibility of the SI system to inspe t the

1 The

ontents of the pa kets and return a

automaton used in the previous hapters is itself heavily inspired by that of timed
automata[AD94℄.
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ore. As all pa kets using the same proto ols are usu-

ally divided into the same predened number of parts (ea h part

ontaining

a parti ular pie e of information, IP_SRC, TCP_SRCPORT et .), a pa ket
an be seen as a predened set of variables whose valuation depend on the
ontent of the inspe ted pa ket.
the PCS

In the PCM the pa kets

he ked against

an therefore be dened in terms of su h variables:

Denition 4 (Pa ket Variables)
A nite non-empty set of bounded variables

PV

ontained within all

pa kets assumed to belong to streams of the type being inspe ted.
value of a pa ket variable

v ∈ PV

as stored in the pa ket

p

The

is denoted

pv(v,p).
A natural

onsequen e of this denition is that only pa kets with a valuation

for ea h pa ket variable,

an ever be presented to the PCS. As will later be

lear this is an essential property as it ensures that all pa kets, presented
to the PCS and legal within the framework of the PCM,

an be su

essfully

inspe ted.

3.1.1.1

Streams

The se ond inuen ing element in the environment is the streams. As previously dened, these are sequen es of pa kets logi ally bound together at
ea h host using a relation dened by one of the proto ols of the stream. In
the PCM this relation is modeled by the abstra t

on ept of the stream key

whi h is dened as follows:

Denition 5 (Stream Key)
The relation used to relate pa kets belonging to the same stream to ea h
other.
In tune with the previous des ription of SI, it is in the PCM the responsibility
of the SI system, using the stream key, to investigate any re eived pa ket
and nd the stream to whi h it is seems to belong. Upon
task it is then

ompletion of this

he ked against the PCS and an inspe tion result is identied.

3.1.2 The Proto ol Conforman e Spe i ation
The se ond part of the PCM is the model of the PCS itself. As previously
des ribed, this part
an o

an be modeled using an automaton where state

hange

ur either as the result of a pa ket being re eived, or as the result

of a timeout.

In the former

ase a result is returned to the rewall

signifying the out ome of the inspe tion. Depending on the nal
performed by the rewall two things

ore

lassi ation

an happen. If the pa ket is allowed to
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pass, the state information for that stream is updated to ree t the re eption
of that pa ket.
o

On the other hand, if the pa ket is blo ked, no updates

ur and the pa ket is simply ignored. To model this behavior a number of

dierent entities need to be in orporated into the automaton of the PCM.
The following se tions des ribe and dene these entities.

3.1.2.1

Lo ations and Transitions

Being an automaton the PCS, as modeled in the PCM,
of lo ations and transitions.

onsists of a number

The lo ations (of the set L) model the basi

states in whi h the inspe ted streams

an be. As was the

ase for the sample

PCSs des ribed in Chapter 2, two dierent types of lo ations exists.
rst lo ation in any PCS is the

The

losed lo ation whi h represents the state

where no pa kets have been re eived and therefore no information is stored.
Similarly, the open lo ations are the lo ations representing the intermediate
states where information is stored.
Con erning transitions two types, with diering semanti s, exists - update

transitions and ignore transitions.

The update transitions (UT) are the

traditional transitions used whenever the nal a

eptan e of a pa ket means

that the state information needs to be updated. Ignore transitions (IT) on
the other hand are self-loops used whenever the a

eptan e of a pa ket must

not lead to that information being updated (at the very least an update
transition will reset the timeout timer). A s enario where ignore transitions
are useful is in situations where an invalid pa ket has been re eived. In the
event that the rewall, regardless of this,

hooses to a

ept the pa ket it

ould be useful for SI system to simply ignore the pa ket and assume that
it will be ignored by the re eiving host. Had a traditional update transition
been used, essential information su h as the timeout timer would have been
updated and no longer been

3.1.2.2

onsistent with the stream.

State Information

To keep tra k of the state of a stream in-between inspe tions, state information needs to be stored. In the PCM this

apability is made possible through

the introdu tion of a number of stored variables. These variables are dened
as follows:

Denition 6 (Stored Variables)
A nite set of bounded variables

SV

stored by the SI system for ea h

stream being inspe ted using the parti ular PCS. The value of a stored
variable

v ∈ SV

is denoted sv(v).
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Constraints on Transitions

An essential part in the fun tionality of a PCS is the ability to vary the result
of an inspe tion based upon the

ontents of the re eived pa kets. In the PCM

this fun tionality is implemented by allowing for a number of
to be pla ed on the transitions of the automaton.

onstraints

As rewalls, by their

very nature assume the role of intermediary observers, two dierent types
onstraints are needed - dire tion

of

onstraints and

ontent

onstraints. To

simplify the nal system, while at the same time stressing that dire tion
and

ontent

onstraints, at least

on eptually, are two dierent types of

onstraints, these are kept as separate entities in the model. The rst type
of

onstraints, the dire tion

onstraints, are dened as follows:

Denition 7 (Dire tion Constraints)
Constraints on the dire tion of the re eived pa ket.
all transitions not emerging from the

losed lo ation, the set of possible

dire tions is denoted D and the dire tion
transition

t ∈ U T ∪ IT

Being assigned to

onstraint asso iated with a

is denoted d (t). Similarly the dire tion of the

pa ket p is denoted dir(p).

Similarly, the

onstraints on the

ontent of the pa ket, referred to as the

guards, are dened as follows:

Denition 8 (Guards)
Constraints over the stored and pa ket variables
to a transition

emit(χ)

t ∈ U T ∪ IT

G ⊆ SV ∪ P V ,

assigned

and obeying the following rules: Letting

denote the lo ation from where the transition

χ ∈ U T ∪ IT

is

going out, it must for the guards grd(t) asso iated with the transition
′
ase that ∃t ∈ U T ∪ IT where emit(t)=emit(t') and

t, never be the

dir(t)=dir(t') and where the following holds:
′

|= grd(t)∩ |= grd(t ) 6= {∅}

where

|= ρ

denotes the set of all tuples over the values of the stored and

pa ket variables that satisfy the guards
any pa ket

p,

ρ ∈ G.

Finally, there must for

from all lo ations L and dire tions D, be a transition whose

guards are satised by the values of the pa ket variables of the pa ket.
As

an be seen from this denition all guards must adhere to two basi

rules. First of all it must never be the
transitions

ase that the guards assigned to two

ause these transitions overlap. If this property was to fail the

PCS would be ome non-deterministi
to the rewall

and unable to return a distin t result

ore. Se ondly, there must always be an enabled transition for

any given pa ket that, by the stream key, is
the result returned to the rewall

onsidered part of the stream. As

ore depends entirely on whi h transition is
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taken, the PCS

ould, without this requirement, be presented with a pa ket

to whi h it has no response.

3.1.2.4

Updating the State Information

Upon taking a transition it must be possible to update the state information
stored for the stream. To fulll this requirement variable assignments

an be

pla ed on update transitions throughout the PCS. This way, when an update
transition is traversed, the stored variables

an be updated to ree t this. To

ease the formalization of the model, the assignments on all transitions going
to the

losed lo ation are predened to assign to the stored variables, their

initial value. More spe i ally these assignments, referred to as updates, are
dened as follows:

Denition 9 (Updates)
Assignments to the stored variables. Asso iated with update transitions,
the updates are performed whenever the transition to whi h they are assigned is taken.

The set of possible updates is denoted U and nally,

the updates asso iated with transitions going to the

losed lo ation are

predened to reset all stored variables to their initial values.

3.1.2.5
The next

Spe ifying the Inspe tion Result
on ept in the model is that of property values.

As previously

des ribed these are used to spe ify the result to be returned to the rewall
ore. In the PCM this is done by assigning a property value to ea h transition
and returning it whenever that transition is taken. In the PCM the property
value is dened as follows:

Denition 10 (Property Value)
A value assigned to ea h transition

t ∈ U T ∪ IT

and returned to the

rewall ore whenever that transition is taken. The set of property values
is denoted V.

3.1.2.6

Timeouts

The nal part of the automaton is the fun tionality used to model timeouts.
For this, two

omponent are needed - the

lo k and the timeout value. The

lo k, whi h is used to keep tra k of the time elapsed sin e the re eption of
the last a

epted pa ket, is dened as follows:
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Denition 11 (Clo k)
A variable

C,

ranging over

ZZ∗ ,

whose value v(C) is in remented by 1

ea h time a se ond passes and the stream is in an open lo ation.
The timeout value, that is, the amount of time allowed to pass before a
timeout o

urs is a value assigned to ea h open lo ation. More formally it

is dened as follows:

Denition 12 (Timeout Value)

x ∈ ZZ+

A value

assigned to ea h open lo ation. Given a lo ation, this

value denes the amount of time that may elapse between the re eption
of two a

epted pa kets.

With the denitions of the individual
ton, named the proto ol

omponents in pla e the nal automa-

onforman e automaton,

In Denition 13 this formal denition

an be formally dened.

an be seen:

Denition 13 (Proto ol Conforman e Automaton)
A proto ol onforman e automaton (PCA) is a tuple (L, l0 ,

IT , dc, grd, upd, pval)
L,

tval, C , U T ,

where:

is a nite non-empty set of lo ations.

l0 ∈ L,

is the

losed lo ation that is used when no state information is

stored.

tval : L \ {l0 } → ZZ+ ,

is a fun tion whi h labels ea h open lo ation with

a timeout value.

C,

is a

lo k.

U T ⊆ L × L \ {(l0 , l0 )},
IT ⊆ L × L,

is a set of update transitions.

is a set of ignore transitions where for any two
l, l′ ∈ L then l = l′ .

onne ted

lo ations

dc : (U T ∪ IT ) \ {l0 } × L → D, is
tion not going from l0 with a
grd : U T ∪ IT → G,

a fun tion whi h labels ea h transidire tion

onstraint.

is a fun tion whi h assigns to ea h transition a

number of guards of the type, and obeying the rules dened in Definition 8.

upd : U T → U, is a fun tion whi h assigns
going to l0 a number of updates.

to ea h update transition not
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pval : U T ∪ IT → V,

is a fun tion whi h assigns a property value to ea h

transition.

Having dened the environment and the syntax of the PCA, the semanti s
of this automaton

an now be dened.

3.1.3 Semanti s of Proto ol Conforman e Automata
The semanti s of the PCA, and thus the behavior of a PCS, is dened in

(S, s0 , →). In this system S is a set of states
(l, v, t) with l being a lo ation, v a valuation of
the stored variables, and t a valuation of the lo k. s0 is the initial state
(l0 , v0 , t0 ), where the lo k and all stored variables are zero. Finally, → is
the form of a transition system

where ea h state is a triple

the transition relation dening how to move between the states. To

apture

the dieren es in the transitions in urred by the absen e of dire tions on
transitions emerging from the
value on the

losed lo ation, and the absen e of a timeout

losed lo ation, the transition relation denes two dierent

types of update and ignore transitions. The open transitions are transitions
not emerging from

losed lo ation, whereas the

losed transitions all emerge

from this lo ation. Spe i ally, the transition system underlying a PCA is
dened as follows, where

|=

is a satisfa tion relation between a valuation of

pa ket variables, stored variables, and the set of guards

G:

Denition 14 (Transition System Underlying a PCA)
The transition system asso iated with the proto ol

onforman e automa-

ton A, denoted M(A) is dened as (S, s0 , →) where:

S = {(l, v, t) ∈ (L \ {l0 }) × sv(SV ) × v(C) | t ≤ tval(l)}
s0 = (l0 , v0 , t0 )

where

t0 = 0

and

v0 (x) = 0

for all

x ∈ SV

the transition relation →⊆ S × ({uo, uc, io, ic} × V ∪ {t} ∪ ZZ+ ) × S is def ined by the rules :
«
„
uo,α
1 update
: (l,v,t) −→ (l',v',0) if the following onditions hold:
open
a. e = (l,l')

∈

UT and l

6= l0

b. a pa ket p is re eived
. pv(P V ,p), v

|=

grd(e)

d. the return of the property value

α∈V

asso iated with the

transition e, will allow the pa ket to pass through the rewall
e.

v′

f. t

is the valuation of SV after applying

<

tval(l)

g. dir(p) = d (e)

upd(e)

to

v
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«
„
update
closed

: (l0 ,v0 ,t0 )

∈

a. (l0 ,l')
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uc,α

−→

(l',v',t') if the following

onditions hold:

UT

b. rules 1.b, 1. , 1.d and 1.e hold
2

«
„
ignore
open

: (l,v,t)

a. (l,l)

∈

io,α

−→

(l,v,t) if the following

IT and l

onditions hold:

6= l0

b. rules 1.b, 1. , 1.d, 1.f, and 1.g hold
2

«
„
ignore
closed

: (l0 ,v0 ,t0 )

∈

a. (l0 ,l0 )

ic,α

−→ (l0 ,v0 ,t0 )

if the following

onditions hold:

IT

b. rules 1.b, 1. , and 1.d hold
3 (timeout): (l,v,t)
a. l

t

−→ (l0 ,v0 ,t0 )

if the following

onditions hold:

6= l0

b. t = tval(l)

d

−→

4 (delay): (l,v,t)

(l,v,t+d) for any positive integer d, if the following

onditions hold:

6= l0
t+d ≤

a. l
b.

tval(l)

. no pa ket is re eived

3.1.4 Depi ting the Proto ol Conforman e Model
For depi ting the proto ol

onforman e model we use the following

onven-

tions. With regards to the PCA,

ir les denote lo ations and timeout values

are written inside these

Update transitions are represented using

ir les.

arrows and ignore transitions are denoted using dotted arrows. The guards
and updates asso iated with the update transitions are written above or to
the right of the arrows where as dire tion

onstraints and property values are

written below or to the left. Furthermore, the
ing a double lined

losed lo ation is depi ted us-

ir le. Finally, for the sake of

are given a name whi h is written inside the

larity the dierent lo ations

ir le.

An example of this graphi al representation of the PCM
Figure 3.1. In this example a stream
fying

guard1 is re
or

guard4

a

an happen: either a pa ket satisfying

urs. In the former

the stream remains in lo ation

ording to

ket satis-

guard2 ,

and have the appropriate dire tion is re eived within 60

se onds, or else a timeout o

guard2 ,

an be seen in

A if a pa

eived, and no information about the stream of the pa ket is

stored. From there two things

guard3 ,

an get into lo ation

update2 , and the

ase where a pa ket satises

A, the stored

lo k is reset. In the

information is updated

ase where

guard4

is sat-
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Stream Key

guard2
update2
dire tion1
Ok

guard1

Closed

New

A

guard4

60

dire tion2
Closing

guard3
dire tion1
Invalid
Figure 3.1.

Graphi al representation of a PCS spe ied in the PCM.

ised, the stream enters the
deleted. Similarly, in the
in

direction1 ,

in luding the

losed lo ation and all information about it is

guard3 is satised by a pa
Invalid is returned and all

ket traveling

ase where

the property value

lo k, is left un hanged. Finally, in the latter

information,
ase where no

pa kets are re eived, the stream times out and ee tively enters the
state where the stored information as well as the

losed

lo k is reset.

Having dened the abstra t version of the underlying model it

an now

be spe ialized towards the towards the task of representing PCSs for TCP
and UDP streams. Most notably, this means that abstra t

on epts su h as

pa ket variables, stream key, and guards must be spe ialized so that they
represent what is needed by these proto ols.

3.2 The TCP/UDP Spe ialization
The parts of the PCM whi h need to be spe ialized for it to be

apable of

representing PCSs for TCP and UDP streams are pa ket variables, stream

key, stored variables, dire tion
of the need for a spe ialization

onstraints, guards, and updates. An example
an be seen in the denition of guards. In

the PCM a guard is dened merely as a

onstraint over the set of stored and

pa ket variables. But what does this mean in terms of representing PCSs for
TCP and UDP streams?. That is, what must be possible to use as guards
when

reating PCSs for these streams. As the answer to this question, along

with similar questions for the other parts, depends on the proto ol being
inspe ted, and on what the PCS is supposed to

he k, this question has

no exa t and nal answer. In an attempt to over ome this problem a wide
range of existing PCSs for these proto ols have therefore been investigated.
Using the knowledge gained from this investigation, the PCM has then be
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spe ialized to a point where it is su iently

on rete to be used a the basis

for the universal language, while at the same time still expressive enough to
represent the investigated PCSs. Through the examination of PCSs that are
ompli ated and in widespread use, we thereby hope to be able to represent
most, if not all, PCSs one may want to make.
In the following se tion the referen e PCS used as a basis for the spe ial-

2

ization will be briey des ribed . Following this des ription we

on lude on

the requirements of that PCS and formally dene the spe ialized model.

3.2.1 The Referen e Proto ol Conforman e Spe i ation
The PCS used as a referen e for what must be representable by the spe ialization is a PCS whi h

he ks TCP streams for their

orre t use of ags and

sequen e numbers[Roo℄. The reason for using this as the referen e is that it
appears to be the most

omprehensive, while at the same time being one of

3

the most widely used PCSs around . The sequen e number part essentially
pla es an upper and a lower bound on the TCP_SEQ and TCP_ACKSEQ
elds. That is, the values of these elds must always fall within the window
dened by these bounds.
In an environment where pa kets are sent between hosts
rewall

F

A and B

and the

is pla ed in between, the referen e PCS denes the upper bound

on the TCP_SEQ eld as follows:
T CP _SEQA + T CP _LENA ≤ max

where the notation
sent by

Y

n

T CP _ACKSEQB + max(T CP _W INSIZEB , 1)

XY denotes
F . Using

and seen by

the value of the variable
that notation the

X

o

(3.1)

in a pa ket

onstraint signies that

the sum of the TCP_SEQ and TCP_LEN elds in any pa ket sent by A,
must never ex eed the maximum value of the sum of the TCP_SEQ and
TCP_ACK elds from pa kets sent by B and seen by F. Finally, the term

max(T CP _W INB , 1) denotes the maximum value of the two arguments and
is used in the spe ial ase where the window of host B needs to be re-probed
after its annun iation of a zero sized window. In the same environment, and
using the same notation, the lower bound for the TCP_SEQ eld is dened
as follows:

n

o

T CP _SEQA + max max(T CP _W INB , 1)

n

≥ max T CP _SEQA + T CP _LENA

o

(3.2)

Similarly, with respe t to the TCP_ACKSEQ eld, the upper bound is
dened as follows:

n

T CP _ACKSEQA ≤ max T CP _SEQ + T CP _LEN

2 Several

o

(3.3)

other PCSs for both TCP and UDP streams have been investigated but none
brought about any additional requirements.
3 Most open sour e rewalls (PF, Netlter, IPFilter et .) implement it.
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Finally, the lower bound for the TCP_ACKSEQ eld is dened as follows:

n

T CP _ACKSEQA + M AXACKW IN DOW ≥ max T CP _SEQB + T CP _LENB
where MAXACKWINDOW is as a user-dened

o

(3.4)

onstant slightly larger than

the largest possible TCP window size.
To implement the 4

onstraint the referen e PCS proposes to use 3 stored

X.td_end, X.td_maxend,
X.td_end is
used to hold the maximum value of max{T CP _SEQX + T CP _LENX } as
used in onstraints 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 where as X.td_maxend holds the value of
T CP _ACKSEQX + max{T CP _W INX , 1} as used by onstraint 3.1. Finally, X.td_maxwin is used to hold the value of max{max(T CP _W INX , 1)}.
variables for ea h of the two hosts. These are:

and

X.td_maxwin

where X denotes either of the two hosts.

With regards to the ag

he king part of the PCS, it simply enfor es the rules

dened in RFC793[Pos81b℄, and is therefore a superset of the PCS previously
shown in Figure 2.3(b).

3.2.2 The Spe ialized Proto ol Conforman e Model
From the referen e PCS several things be omes
abstra t

lear with regards to the

on epts whi h need to be spe ialized. First of all, it is

lear that

the set of pa ket variables should be dened as set of all elds present in
the headers of the inspe ted proto ols. The reason for this is obvious as all
information used by these proto ols is present within the proto ol headers.
Se ondly, it should be noted that the TCP proto ol makes use of two types of
header elds - normal elds (e.g. TCP_WIN and TCP_SYN) and sequen e

number elds (TCP_SEQ and TCP_ACKSEQ). The normal elds are normal bounded variables where as the sequen e number elds are used for simulating unbounded behavior in the otherwise bounded variables[EB96℄. As
the semanti s of sequen e number arithmeti s (as pres ribed by RFC1982)
requires these two types to be kept separate, the PCMs denition of pa ket
variables

an be spe ialized to the following:

Denition 15 (Pa ket Variables for TCP and UDP Streams)
The set of pa ket variables

PV

for TCP and UDP streams is the set

of elds in the proto ol headers of the pa kets of the type of stream for
whi h the PCS was made. The set

PV

is divided into two subsets,

whi h is the set of sequen e number elds and

PNV

P SV

whi h is the set of

normal elds. For these sets the following must hold:

P SV ∪ P N V =

P V and P SV ∩ P N V = {∅}
Con erning the spe ialization of the stream key, TCP and UDP relate pa kets
by mat hing the
same

ontents of a few predened elds. If two pa kets share the

ontent in these elds they are said to belong to the same stream. To
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ree t this, the stream key for TCP and UDP streams is dened in terms of
a pair of tuples

apable of holding these predened elds.

Denition 16 (Stream Key for TCP and UDP Streams)

b = (b1 , b2 , . . . , bn )
′
over the set of pa ket variables PV. Two pa kets p and p are on′
sidered to belong to the same stream if either pv(ai , p) = pv(ai , p ) ∧
pv(bi , p) = pv(bi , p′ ) or pv(ai , p) = pv(bi , p′ ) ∧ pv(bi , p) = pv(ai , p′ ), for
i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

A pair of ordered n-tuples

a = (a1 , a2 , . . . , an )

and

With regards to stored variables the referen e PCS stores either the values
of the elds, or the result of an expression over the set of pa ket and stored
variables. As a pa ket variable is now dened as a set of elds and as a eld
is essentially a bounded variable over the domain

#bits
and an upper bound of 2

− 1,

ZZ∗

with a lower bound 0,

the denition of stored variables

an be

spe ialized to the following:

Denition 17 (Stored Variables for TCP and UDP Streams)
The set of stored variables SV for TCP and UDP streams is a set of
Z∗ . The set SV is divided into two subsets, where
bounded variables over Z

SN V

is the set of stored normal variables and

sequen e number variables.

SSV

is the set of stored

Letting ub(a) denote the upper bound for

a ∈ SN V ∪ SSV , then for any variable x ∈ SN V the
ub(x) = 2i − 1 for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 32}. Similarly,
i
for any variable y ∈ SSV the following must hold: ub(y) = 2 − 1 for
i ∈ {8, 16, 32}. Finally, for the sets SN V and SSV the following must
hold: SSV ∪ SN V = SV and SSV ∩ SN V = {∅}
the variable

following must hold:

With regards to the dire tion

onstraints for TCP and UDP streams the

dire tion of pa kets in these streams are seen relative to the rst pa ket of
the stream to whi h they belong.

Furthermore, the dire tion depends on

the values stored within the elds making up the stream key. In tune with
the denition of the stream key for TCP and UDP streams, this type of
onstraint is therefore spe ialized to the following:

Dire tion Constraints for TCP and UDP Streams)

Denition 18 (
Either

original or return, the dire

tion of a TCP or UDP pa ket is seen

relative to the rst pa ket of the stream. A re eived pa ket

original

p

is said to

be owing in the
dire tion if for the rst pa ket of the stream
′
p the following holds with regards to the tuples a and b in the stream
′
′
key: pv(ai , p) = pv(ai , p ) ∧ pv(bi , p) = pv(bi , p ), for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Similarly a pa ket is owing in the
′
holds: pv(ai , p) = pv(bi , p ) ∧ pv(bi , p)

return

dire tion if the following

= pv(ai , p′ ),

for

i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
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In the PCM the set of guards is dened as a set of

onstraints over the set of

pa ket variables and stored variables. With the spe ialization of these two
sets this abstra t

on ept

an be spe ialized as well.

As explained in the des ription of the referen e PCS, this PCS spe ies a window for the sequen e numbers. It therefore uses guards that are
boolean expressions over expressions on the members of the sets of pa ket
variables, stored variables, and positive integer

onstants.

Based on this,

and RFC1982s denition of sequen e number arithmeti s, we spe ialize the
set of guards to the following:

Denition 19 (Guards for TCP and UDP Streams)

P N V ∪ SN V , and for the
P SV ∪ SSV , the set of guards for

For the set NEXP of expressions over the sets
set SEXP of expressions over the sets
TCP and UDP streams is dened a

ording to the following grammar:

G ::= G1 ∧ G2 | a ∼ b | x ∼ y | true
where

a, b ∈ N EXP , x, y ∈ SEXP ,

and

∼∈ {<, ≤, >, ≥, =}

where true represents the guard that is always true. Furthermore, with an
outset in the referen e PCS, we dene the set NEXP to be the set of expressions over normal variables using the

ommon operators. More spe i ally,

we dene it as follows:

Denition 20 (Set of Expressions Over Normal Variables)
The set

N EXP

of expressions over normal variables is dened a

ording

to the following grammar:

φ ::= d | a | b | (φ) | (z)(φ1 ∼ φ2 )
where

d ∈ ZZ+ , z ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 32}, a ∈ SN V , b ∈ P N V,
∼ ∈ {+, −, ∗, /, //}

and

Important to noti e from this denition is the stru ture of the expressions
over the basi

elements, positive integer values, pa ket variables, and stored

variables. As

an be seen, expressions are augmented with a bit value (z )

spe ifying the size of the domain in whi h the evaluation of the expression is
to be made. This is espe ially useful when operating with expressions over
dierent sized variables. Later, in Denition 22, the exa t meaning of this
bit value will be dened.
Finally, in terms of the set
variables we dene this in a

SEXP

of expressions over sequen e number

ordan e with the rules of RFC1982:

The Underlying Model
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Set of Expressions Over Sequen e Number Variables)

Denition 21 (
The set
a

SEXP

of expressions over sequen e number variables is dened

ording to the following grammar:

φ ::= x | y | x + a | y + a
where

x ∈ SSV, y ∈ P SV,

and

a ∈ N EXP

With regards to the semanti s of these two sets, the natural semanti s of
expressions over normal variables is dened as follows:

Denition 22 (Evaluation of Expressions over Normal Variables)
The natural semanti s for the evaluation of expressions over normal variables is dened as follows:

[num] s ⊢ d →a n where n = N JdK
[varsv ] s ⊢ a →a n where n = sv(a)
[varpv ] s ⊢ b →a n where n = pv(b, p) and p is the pa ket being inspe ted
[parent]
[add]

s⊢φ→a v
s⊢(φ)→a v

s⊢φ1 →a v1
s⊢φ2 →a v2
⊢z→a v3
s⊢(z)(φ1 +φ2 )→a v

where v = (v1 + v2 ) mod 2v3

[mult]

s⊢φ1 →a v1
s⊢φ2 →a v2
⊢z→a v3
s⊢(z)(φ1 ∗φ2 )→a v

where v = (v1 ∗ v2 ) mod 2v3

[divf ]

s⊢φ1 →a v1
s⊢φ2 →a v2
⊢z→a v3
s⊢(z)(φ1 /φ2 )→a v

where v = ⌊ vv12 ⌋mod 2v3

[divc]

s⊢φ1 →a v1
s⊢φ2 →a v2
⊢z→a v3
s⊢(z)(φ1 //φ2 )→a v

where v = ⌈ vv12 ⌉ mod 2v3

[sub1 ]

s⊢φ1 →a v1

s⊢φ2 →a v2
⊢z→a v3
s⊢(z)(φ1 −φ2 )→a v

v1 ≥v2 →g tt

[sub2 ]

s⊢φ1 →a v1

s⊢φ2 →a v2
⊢z→a v3
s⊢(z)(φ1 −φ2 )→a v

v1 ≥v2 →g f f

where v = (v1 − v2 ) mod 2v3
where v = 2v3 − v2 + 2v1

Similarly, based upon RFC1982 the semanti s of sequen e number expressions is dened as follows:

Denition 23 (Evaluation of Sequen e Number Expressions)

size(a) denote the number of bits assigned to the variable a ∈
P SV ∪SSV , the natural semanti s for the evaluation of sequen e number
expressions from the set SEXP is as follows:
Letting

[varsv ] s ⊢ x →x n where n = sv(x)
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[varpv ] s ⊢ y →x n where n = pv(y, p)
s⊢x→x v1
s⊢a→a v2
s⊢x+a→x v

[adds ]

and p is the pa ket being inspe ted

where 2size(x)−1 > v2
and v = (v1 + v2 ) mod 2size(x)

s⊢y→x v1
s⊢a→a v2
s⊢y+a→x v

[addp ]

where 2size(y)−1 > v2
and v = (v1 + v2 ) mod 2size(y)

With the syntax and semanti s of the elements making up a guard in pla e,
the semanti s for the evaluation of guards is dened as follows:

Evaluation of Guards for TCP and UDP Streams)

Denition 24 (

size(a) denote the number
P SV ∪ SSV , the natural semanti s

Letting

of bits assigned to the variable

and UDP streams is as follows:

[andt ]

s⊢G1 →g tt s⊢G2 →g tt
s⊢G1 ∧G2 →g tt

[andf ]

s⊢Gi →g f f
s⊢G1 ∧G2 →g f f

where i ∈ {1, 2}

[gtnt ]

s⊢a→a v1 s⊢b→a v2
s⊢a>b→g tt

where v1 > v2

[gtnf ]

s⊢a→a v1 s⊢b→a v2
s⊢a>b→g f f

where v1 ≤ v2

[eqnt ]

s⊢a→a v1 s⊢b→a v2
s⊢a=b→g tt

where v1 = v2

[eqnf ]

s⊢a→a v1 s⊢b→a v2
s⊢a=b→g f f

where v1 6= v2

[gtst ]

s⊢x→x v1 s⊢y→x v2
s⊢x>y→g tt

where size(x) = size(y)
and

[gtsf ]

s⊢x→x v1 s⊢y→x v2
s⊢x>y→g f f

v1 < v2 ∧ v2 − v1 ≥ 2size(x)−1
∨
v1 > v2 ∧ v1 − v2 ≤ 2size(x)−1

where size(x) = size(y)
and

¬

v1 < v2 ∧ v2 − v1 ≥ 2size(x)−1
∨
v1 > v2 ∧ v1 − v2 ≤ 2size(x)−1

[eqst ]

s⊢a→x v1 s⊢b→x v2
s⊢a=b→g tt

where v1 = v2

[eqsf ]

s⊢a→x v1 s⊢b→x v2
s⊢a=b→g f f

where v1 6= v2

[true] s ⊢ true →g tt

a ∈

for the evaluation of guards for TCP

!
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Important to note from this denition is the slight dieren e in the semanti s of the

omparison of sequen e number variables as opposed to what

is pres ribed by RFC1982.

Where the RFC leaves it free for any imple-

mentation to de ide on the out ome of

x−y =

omparisons between values where

2size(x)−1 , the above semanti s denes su h

omparisons to

true.

This alternate denition is needed as the original denition would introdu e
ambiguity into the nal model.

The new denition has been

mat hes the semanti s of the implementation

hosen as it

urrently used by both Linux

and OpenBSD.
Finally, with regards to updates, building upon the separation of normal and
sequen e number variables, we spe ialize them to the following:

Denition 25 (Updates for TCP and UDP Streams)
The set of updates U for TCP and UDP streams is dened as generated
by the following grammar:

U ::= a := b | x := y | U1 U2
a ∈ SN V, b ∈ N EXP, x ∈ SSV,

where

and

y ∈ SEXP

where their semanti s is dened as follows:

Evaluation of Updates for TCP and UDP Streams)

Denition 26 (

The set of updates U for TCP and UDP streams is dened as generated
by the following grammar:

[assnorm] ha := b, si → s[a 7→ v] where s ⊢ b →a v
[assseq ] hx := y, si → s[x 7→ v] where s ⊢ y →x v
[comp]

This
system.
language

hU1 ,si→s′′
hU2 ,s′′ i→s′
hU1 U2 ,si→s′

on ludes the development of the model underlying the proposed
With that in pla e, the stream oriented and rewall independent
apable of representing the spe ialized model

an now be devised.

Chapter 4

The Proto ol Oriented
Language
Having

on luded on the requirements for the des ription of PCSs for TCP

and UDP streams, and having devised a model en apsulating those requirements, the proto ol oriented language

an now be

reated. In the following

se tion that language, named PCSL for Proto ol Conforman e Spe i ation

Language, will be des ribed.

4.1 The PCSL Language
The PCSL language is a strongly typed, de larative language inspired by
the

ta

language[LPY97℄ used by the formal veri ation tool

des ribe an extended version of timed automata. This

UppAal

to

hapter will des ribe

the PCSL language through the use of a simple example. In luded in that
example will be a graphi al illustration of a PCS and the
PCSL

ode des ribing it.

dierent

orresponding

From this example the abstra t syntax of the

onstru ts in the language, and how they t into the previously

1

des ribed model, will be des ribed . With regards to the formal semanti s
of the language we refer to the denition of the spe ialized PCM as the
semanti s of all signi ant

onstru ts are already dened there. As a result

the language is merely a way of des ribing these
way, and formally dening the semanti s of the
therefore be superuous.
Similarly, the

orresponding PCSL

is

As

omplete language would

With that said, the graphi al representation of

the example PCS used throughout this
seen in Table 4.1.

onstru ts in a textual

hapter

an be seen in Figure 4.1.

ode used to des ribe this PCS

an be

an be seen from the gure, this rather naive PCS

apable of dete ting SYN oods against a single non-existent host. More

spe i ally, if more than 50 SYN pa kets are sent through the rewall within

1 For

a full listing of the on rete and abstra t syntax of the PCSL language as well as
a formal des ription of its type system, see Appendix B.
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TCP_SYN=1
packetcount<50
packetcount:=
(6)(packetcount+1)
original

TCP_SYN=0
Invalid

TCP_SYN=1
packetcount:=1

Ok

New

A

true
return

Closed

Closing

60

TCP_SYN=1
packetcount>=50
original
Flood

Stream Key
Tuple A
Tuple B
IP_DST
IP_SRC
TCP_SRCPORT TCP_DSTPORT
Figure 4.1.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

ketnorm
ketnorm
ketnorm
ketnorm
ketnorm

IP_SRC 32;
IP_DST 32;
TCP_SRCPORT 16;
TCP_DSTPORT 16;
TCP_SYN 1;

storednorm pa ket ount 6;
keyitem IP_SRC , IP_DST;
keyitem TCP_SRCPORT , TCP_DSTPORT;
lo ation Closed;
olo ation A 60;
utrans Closed -> A {
guard TCP_SYN == 1;
update pa ket ount := 1;
propvalue New;
}
utrans A -> A {
dire tion original;
Table 4.1.

TCP_SYN=0

NotSyn

The PCS generated by the PCSL spe i ation in Table 4.1.

defpropvalue Invalid;
pa
pa
pa
pa
pa

original

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

guard TCP_SYN == 1,
pa ket ount < 50;
update pa ket ount := (6)(pa ket ount + 1);
propvalue Ok;
}
itrans A -> A {
dire tion original;
guard TCP_SYN == 0;
propvalue NotSyn;
}
utrans A -> Closed {
dire tion return;
propvalue Closing;
}
utrans A -> Closed {
dire tion original;
guard TCP_SYN == 1,
pa ket ount >= 50;
propvalue Flood;
}

The PCSL ode generating the PCS shown in Figure 4.1.

a timeframe of 60 se onds, and no return pa ket is re eived, the property
value Flood is returned to the rewall

ore. If on the other hand a reply to

one of the pa kets is re eived, the Closing value is returned and the tra king
of the stream is terminated.

4.1.1 The Overall Stru ture of the PCSL Language
As

an be seen from the syntax in Table 4.2 a PCSL spe i ation

of 5 basi

onsists

parts. These are, default property value de laration, variable de -

larations, stream key de laration, lo ation de larations, and transition de la-
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rations.

1. Synta ti

ategories

P CS ∈ P rotocol Conf ormance Specif ications
DD ∈ Def ault property value declaration
V D ∈ V ariable declarations
SD ∈ Stream key declaration
LD ∈ Location declarations
T D ∈ T ransition declarations
2. Denitions

P CS ::= DD V D SD LD T D
Table 4.2.

The 5 parts of any PCSL spe i ation.

In the following se tions, with an outset in the example, the purpose and
syntax of ea h part is des ribed.

4.1.2 Default Property Value De laration
The rst part of any PCSL spe i ation (line 1 in Table 4.1) is a
used to simplify the
in the previous

onstru t

ode needed to des ribe a spe i ation. As des ribed

hapter, for a PCS to be legal, it must

ontain an enabled

transition for every possible pa ket to whi h it may be presented. This way,
no matter whi h pa ket is re eived by the rewall, the SI system will always
be able to take a transition and thereby return a result. To ease the task
of adding these transitions the default property value has been introdu ed.
Instead of adding a lot of ignore transition

overing all the pa kets that

are to be ignored by the rewall, this default value

an be used to spe ify

whi h value must be returned when no transition is enabled.
the developer is left with de laring the transitions for the spe ial

This way,

ases and

an leave the rest to the default value. An example of the benets of this
onstru t

an be seen in the example PCS (Figure 4.1) where the ignore

transition emerging from the Closed lo ation is not expli itly de lared in
the PCSL

ode. Instead, it is merely a result of the default property value

being Invalid. This way, the de laration of a lot of trivial transitions

an be

omitted. The syntax for the spe i ation of the default property value

an

be seen in Table 4.3.

4.1.3 Variable De larations
The next part in a PCSL spe i ation is the de laration of the variables
used throughout the PCS. In the example

ode this part spans the lines

from 3 to 9, and as

an be seen from the syntax depi ted in Table 4.4, a

variable de laration

onsists of 3 parts.

The rst part is the variable type

The Proto ol Oriented Language
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ategories

DD ∈ Def ault property value declarations
p ∈ P roperty values
2. Denitions

DD ::=

defpropvalue

p;

Abstra t syntax for the de laration of the default property value.

Table 4.3.

1. Synta ti

ategories

V D ∈ V ariable declarations
sn ∈ Stored normal variables
ss ∈ Stored sequence number variables
pn ∈ P acket normal f ields
ps ∈ P acket Sequence number f ields
n ∈ N umerals
2. Denitions

V D ::=

storednorm

|

sn n; | storedseq ss n; |
ps n; | V D1 V D2

pa ketnorm

pn n;

pa ketseq

Table 4.4.

Syntax for variable de larations.

where the name of ea h type should speak for itself. The se ond part is the

name of the variable. For stored variables the name is, as in other languages,
simply a way of identifying the variable for use later in the

ode. For pa ket

variables on the other hand it a ts as an interfa e to the elds in the inspe ted
pa kets. In Appendix A the name-to-eld mapping table used by the system
an seen.

As an example of this system, when naming a pa ket variable

TCP_SYN, it means that this variable must always
SYN eld in the re eived TCP pa kets.
in the headers of the pa ket

an be a

ontain the value of the

This way, all information stored

essed using the appropriate variable

names. The nal part of the de laration is the number of bits assigned to
hold the variable.

As dened in the spe ialized PCM (Denition 15), all

variables are bounded variables over

Z∗

with a lower bound of 0. The upper

bound however varies from variable to variable and therefore needs to be
de lared. An example of su h a de laration

an be seen in line 5 where the

pa ket variable TCP_SRCPORT has been de lared with an upper bound of
65535.

4.1.4 Stream Key De laration
The next part, whi h
key.

overs lines 11 and 12, is the de laration of the stream

The syntax for this part

an be seen in Table 4.5.

As des ribed in
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1. Synta ti

ategories

SD ∈ Stream key declaration
pn ∈ P acket normal f ields
ps ∈ P acket sequence number f ields
V LIST ∈ V ariable lists
2. Denitions

SD ::= keypair V LIST ; | SD1 SD2
V LIST ::= pn , pn | ps , ps
Table 4.5.

Syntax for stream key de larations.

the model (Denition 16) the stream key is made up of two tuples of pa ket
variables. As also des ribed in that denition, every member in ea h tuple
is paired with a member in the other tuple, and depending upon how the
ontents of these pairings mat h up, the dire tion of the pa ket relative
to the stream

an be determined.

are spe ied using the keypair

In PCSL these two tuples and pairings

onstru t whi h is made up of two

omma

separated parts. In this respe t the rst part spe ies a member in tuple A,
whereas the se ond part spe ies its

orresponding pairing in tuple B. Using

this syntax it is thereby always assured that the tuples are of the same size,
while at the same time assuring for the easy spe i ation of e.g.

the two

so ket pairs used by TCP/IP streams.

4.1.5 Lo ation De larations
The fourth part is the de laration of lo ations. In the example PCS this part
overs lines 14 and 15 and its syntax

1. Synta ti

an be seen in Table 4.6. As

ategories

LD ∈ location declarations
cl ∈ Closed locations
ol ∈ Open locations
n ∈ N umerals
CLD ∈ Closed location declarations
OLD ∈ Open location declarations
2. Denitions

LD ::= CLD; OLD;
CLD ::= lo ation cl
OLD ::= olo ation ol n | OLD1
Table 4.6.

;

OLD2

Syntax for lo ation de larations.

an be
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seen from that syntax this part is itself split into separate 2 parts. The rst
part is for the de laration of the

losed lo ation and

onsists of the reserved

lo ation and a name for that lo ation. The se ond part is a sequen e of

word

de larations of open lo ations with ea h de laration

onsisting of the reserved

word olo ation along with a lo ation name and a timeout value. The timeout
value

orresponds to the timeout value in the PCM and des ribes how many

se onds may pass before a timeout o
de lared. The

urs. In the example 2 lo ations are

losed lo ation is named Closed, where as the open lo ation

is named A. Finally, the timeout value for the open lo ation is 60 se onds.

4.1.6 Transition De larations
The nal and most dominating part is the spe i ation of the transitions.
This part spans from line 17 onto the end of the example and its syntax

an

be seen in Table 4.7.

1. Synta ti

ategories

T D ∈ T ransition declarations
pn ∈ P acket normal f ields
ps ∈ P acket sequence number f ields
sn ∈ Stored normal variables
ss ∈ Stored sequence number variables
cl ∈ Closed locations
ol ∈ Open locations
n ∈ N umerals
p ∈ P roperty values
D ∈ Directions
GD ∈ Guard declarations
G ∈ Guards
U D ∈ U pdate declarations
U ∈ U pdates
P D ∈ P roperty value declatations
N EXP ∈ N ormal expressions
SEXP ∈ Sequence number expressions
BOP ∈ Boolean operators
AOP ∈ Arithmetic operators
2. Denitions

T D ::= itrans cl -> cl {GD P D }
| itrans ol -> ol {D GD P D }
| utrans cl -> ol {GD U D P D}
| utrans ol -> ol {D GD U D P D}
ontinued on the next page
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ontinued from the previous page

| utrans ol -> cl {D GD P D }
| T D1 T D2
D ::= dire tion original; | dire tion return;
P D ::= propvalue p;
GD ::= guard G; | ǫ
G ::= N EXP BOP N EXP | SEXP BOP SEXP | G1 , G2
N EXP ::= n | sn | pn | (n)(N EXP AOP N EXP ) | (N EXP )
BOP ::= < | > | <= | >= | ==
SEXP ::= ps + N EXP | ss + N EXP
AOP ::= + | - | * | / | //
U D ::= update U ; | ǫ
U ::= sn := N EXP | ss :=SEXP | U1 , U2
Table 4.7.

As

Syntax for transition de larations.

an be seen from this syntax the de laration of transitions is fairly straight

forward and built around the grammar dened in the previous

hapter. In

tune with the denitions of the model two types of transitions exists, update
and ignore. To ree t this, every de laration begins with one of the reserved
words,

utrans or itrans, signifying the type of the transition. Following this

reserved word are the names of the lo ations that are to be
a blo k of de larations assigning

onne ted and

onstraints, updates, and a property value

to the transition. Furthermore, as

an be seen from the example the syntax

of the guards and updates is equal to that of the model, with the ex eption
of the true guard being left out and represented by leaving out the guard
de laration.

Finally, to ensure that no two transitions have overlapping

onstraints, and thereby ensuring that the rules dened in relation to guards
in the underlying model are upheld, pre eden e is given to the transitions
in the order they are de lared.
that the re eption of a pa ket

Spe i ally, this means that in the event
auses two transitions to be enabled, the top

most transition as de lared in the PCSL
to expli itly

ode is

hosen. While it is possible

he k that no transitions are overlapping it is an NP- omplete

problem and this simple approa h of giving pre eden e is therefore used
instead.
This

on ludes the des ription of the language

the fun tionality of the spe ialized proto ol
hapter the intermediate representation

apable of representing

onforman e model. In the next

apable of storing, optimizing, and

oering the PCS to the output generators, will be des ribed.
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Chapter 5

The Intermediate
Representation
As des ribed in Chapter 2 the role of the intermediate representation is twofold. First of all it is the pla e in whi h rewall independent optimizations are
performed, and se ondly, it is in

harge of providing the output generators

with an easy-to-use interfa e (the output generator API), giving them a

ess

to the PCSs. In the rst two se tions we analyze what is required from the
intermediate representation to represent PCSL spe i ations, and des ribe
how the

urrent implementation of the system meets those requirements.

With that in pla e, Se tion 5.3 gives a brief introdu tion to the interfa e

1

urrently oered to the output generators .

5.1 Requirements to the Intermediate Representation
As should be

lear from the previous

hapters the transitions are the

or-

nerstones of any PCS. The property value to be returned, the updates to
be applied, and the new state of the stream, are all fa tors determined by
the transitions. Be ause of this, the intermediate representation, and hen e
the requirements to it,

an be split into two parts - the requirements to the

representation of transitions and the requirements to the representation of

everything else. With regards to the transitions the intermediate representation should meet the following requirements:

Should make it easy to nd the enabled transition: A major part in
performing SI is the task of determining whi h transition is enabled by
a given pa ket. To make it easier for the output generators to
an output

1 For

reate

apable of doing this, the information provided through

a omplete des ription of the output generator API see the do umentation a ompanying the urrent implementation.
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the output generator API should be stru tured in a way that easily
a

ommodates this task.

As a result, to ease the implementation of

this API, the intermediate representation should store the information
regarding the

onstraints on the transitions, in a way that eases this.

Should redu e the amount of guard

he ks needed: This requirement

relates to the fa t that the intermediate representation is the pla e
where rewall independent optimizations are performed. As an extension to the last requirement the task of nding the enabled transition
should therefore be made as e ient as possible. From a rewall independent point of view, e ien y is mainly inuen ed by the number of
guards whi h needs to be

he ked before the right transition is found.

As a result, the intermediate representation should optimize the PCS
to minimize this number of guard

he ks.

Should retain the C like syntax used for guards and updates: This
nal requirement relates to how the individual pie es of information in
the transitions must be represented. As the vast majority of

urrent

rewalls are implemented in C and most output generators therefore
are likely to generate C

ode, the stru ture of the information given

to them by the output generator API should ease the generation of C
ode. Consequently, the intermediate representation should retain the
C-like syntax of the guards and updates in the PCSL language and
refrain from

Finally,

ompiling them into another syntax.

on erning the representation of the rest of the PCS only one

requirement exist.

As most output generators must generate C

output generator API should be geared towards supporting this.

ode, the
To ease

the task of implementing that API the intermediate representation should
therefore store this part of the PCS in a way that simplies this.

5.2 The Current Intermediate Representation
The intermediate representation
ation system is fairly simple.

urrently used in the retargetable PCS

re-

The reason for this being that this version

of the implementation serves mainly as a test and development platform
for the retargetable

on ept.

In terms of the intermediate representation,

fo us has therefore been put on meeting the requirements
ease of nding the enabled transition and

on erning the

reating a stable output generator

API. Be ause of this, the des ription provided in this report regarding the
stru ture of the intermediate representation is rather brief.
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5.2.1 Representing Transitions
Currently transitions are represented using de ision diagrams (one for ea h
lo ation and dire tion) in whi h the guards asso iated with the dierent
transitions are en oded. In Figure 5.1 examples of these diagrams, along with
the

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ode for the transitions they represent,

defpropvalue Invalid;
...snip...
utrans X -> Y {
dire tion original;
guard x==y, z<4;
update x:=(4)(x+y);
propvalue Flood;
}

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

an be seen. The advantages of

itrans X -> Y {
dire tion original;
guard z==10;
propvalue Flood;
}
utrans X -> Y {
dire tion return;
guard x>y, z<=10;

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

propvalue Ok;
}
utrans X -> Y {
dire tion return;
guard x>y, z>8;
update x:=z;
propvalue Ok;
}

(a) The PCSL ode generating the PCS shown in Figure 4.1.

X>Y

X=Y
false

true

Z
[0,3]

[10]

false

ignore
Invalid

Z
[10]

[11,15]

[11,15]

Z
[11,15]

[0,9]

[4,9]

true

[0,10]

update
x:=(4)(x+y)

location=y
Ok

ignore
Invalid

ignore
Flood

(b) The de ision diagram representing
the original transitions in Figure 5.1a.
Figure 5.1.

update
location=y
Ok

update
x:=z
location=y
Ok

( ) The de ision diagram representing
the return transitions in Figure 5.1a.

A partial PCSL spe i ation and the de ision diagrams representing its transitions.

using de ision diagrams are many. First of all they ease the task of pi king
the right transition as this be omes merely a matter of traversing a tree.
Se ondly, as the terminals

an hold all the information asso iated with the

transition they represent, generating
be omes

omparatively simple.

ode for pi king the right transitions

As a result, this task amounts to nothing

more than traversing the diagram and generating

onditional statements for

ea h node. Upon arriving at a terminal the a tions asso iated with that node
an be performed and the pa ket has then been inspe ted. Using de ision
diagrams therefore enables the intermediate representation to meet the rst
requirement des ribed in the previous se tion.

Another reason for using

de ision diagrams is to be found in the way they ease the task of optimizing
the PCS as pres ribed by requirement 2.

As all transitions appli ant to

a single pa ket are en oded in the same diagram, minimizing the number
of guard

he ks amounts to nothing more than redu ing the diagram thus
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2

potentially redu ing its height .

5.2.1.1

The De ision Diagram

For the purpose of representing the transitions of the PCSL language a new
type of de ision diagram had to be
none of the investigated diagrams

reated. The reason for this being that

ould properly handle the potentially over-

lapping transitions of the PCSL language, while at the same time allowing
for the use of (boolean) expressions over variables as the test asso iated with
ea h non-terminal. The result was a new type of diagram whi h, as should
be

lear from Figure 5.1, lends its basi

stru ture from the intermediate rep-

resentation of BPF+[ABG99℄ and its nodes from that of BDDs[FMY97℄ and
IDDs[ST98℄. The diagram has two distinguishing features. First of all the
tests asso iated with its non-terminals are

apable of mirroring the guards of

the spe ialized PCM. This way it meets the aforementioned requirement of
being able to retain the syntax of the guards of the PCSL language. Se ondly,
it in orporates the priorization of transitions dened in PCSL. This allows
for the

onstru tion of the diagram without having to go through the

ostly

pro ess of identifying and altering any overlapping guards. The result is that
the time

omplexity of the

onstru tion pro ess is linear to the number of

guard elements being en oded, thus allowing for the fast transformation of
PCSs from PCSL

3

ode to the nal output .

Constru ting the Diagram
The

onstru tion of the diagram is a two phase pro ess. In the rst phase an

intermediate boolean diagram for the guards of ea h transition to be in luded
in the nal diagram is

reated.

These diagrams are

onstru ted using the

re ursive CreateID algorithm outlined in Algorithm 3, and examples of these
diagrams

an be seen in Figure 5.2.

This

onstru tion algorithm, whi h

takes as input a list of the guard elements to be represented and returns the
orresponding boolean diagram, has three parts. If the input list is empty,
all non-terminal nodes have been
If it is not empty, two things

reated and the true terminal is returned.

an happen depending on the guard element

at the head of the input list. Either the element is a boolean

omparison of

two variables (or expressions

ase a boolean

ontaining variables) in whi h

node with the partitions true and false is
the list head

2 Due

ontains a

reated. On the other hand, if

omparison of a variable/expression and an integer

to the experimental status of the implementation only a very limited amount of
optimization is performed on the diagrams. Well known predi ate elimination te hniques
similar to those des ribed in [ABG99℄ ould however be applied.
3 It should be noted that the urrent diagram is very limited in the logi it is able
to represent, but that it is perfe tly apable of representing that of the guards in the
spe ialized model.
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X==Y
false

true

Z
Z
[0,3]

[10]

[0,9]
[4,15]
[11,15]

True

False

False

(a) Intermediate diagram for the guard
x==y, z<4.
Figure 5.2.

(b) Intermediate diagram for the guard
z==10.

The intermediate boolean diagrams for the diagram depi ted in Figure 5.1b.

Algorithm 3: Outline of the
Data

True

CreateID

algorithm

: list of guard elements

Result: diagram for guard element list
if empty list then
return true terminal ;
if list head ontains omparison of two variables then
node

←

boolean node;

hild(node, true) = CreateID( onse utive list elements);
hild(node, false) = false terminal;

else
node

←

valuation node;

hild(node, satised interval) = CreateID( onse utive list elements);

forea h unsatised interval i do
hild(node, i) = false terminal;

return node ;

onstant, a valuation node with the

orresponding intervals as partitions is

reated.
Upon

ompleting the rst phase the dierent intermediate diagrams need

to be merged. This is done using the Append algorithm outlined in Algorithm 4.

This algorithm takes as input two diagrams (A and B) and

merges them, so that in

ases of overlaps, the transition(s) of diagram A are
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Data

Append
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algorithm

: diagram A, diagram B

Result: new diagram
if A is a false terminal then
return B ;
if A is a true terminal then
return A;
if A=B then

Mutually de ompose A and B into their greatest ommon intervals;
forea h resulting interval i do
hild(A,i) = Append( hild(A,i),

hild(B,i));

else
forea h interval i of A do
hild(A,i) = Append( hild(A,i), B);

return A;

preferred. It ensures this property by only atta hing the B diagram (or parts
of it) to the intervals pointing to the false terminals in the A diagram. This
way, only if the transitions represented by the rst diagram are unsatisable,
will the transition of the next diagram be

onsidered. An example of this

an be seen in Figure 5.1b where diagram B has repla ed the false terminal
pointed to by the

X == Y

node in diagram A. By merging the diagrams in

the order of their priority in the PCSL spe i ation the nal diagram
therefore be

an

reated.

Having des ribed how the

urrent implementation internally represent

the important parts of the PCS, the next se tion provides a des ription of
the output generator API oered by the intermediate representation.

5.3 The Output Generator API
The output generator API is a C interfa e

ontaining 33 fun tions split into

5 groups, with ea h group making available dierent parts of the PCS. In
this se tion the basi

prin iples behind these groups along with the fun tions

4

they en ompass are des ribed .

5.3.1 The Initialization Group
The initialization group

4 For

ontains only one fun tion.

a omplete des ription of the output generator API see the ele troni do umentation a ompanying the urrent implementation.
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rp shandler *pro Spe ( har *p s)
It takes as input a PCS written in the PCSL language, pro esses it, and
returns to the
sentation

aller a rp shandler to an instan e of the intermediate repre-

reated for that PCS. With an instan e of the intermediate repre-

sentation in pla e, it is then the purpose of the fun tions in the rest of API,
to give a

ess to the information stored within that instan e.

5.3.2 The Variable Group
The variable group

ontains the fun tions needed to obtain information

about the variables de lared in the PCS. They are as follows:

int
getNumVars(rp
varType getVarType(rp
int
getVarSize(rp
har *getVarName(rp

shandler
shandler
shandler
shandler

*handler)
*handler, int varId)
*handler, int varId)
*handler, int varId)

Common for all of them is that they as their rst parameter take a rp shandler as returned by
indexed and a

procSpec().

Se ondly, ea h individual variable is

essed using its own unique

tegers between 0 and

getN umV ars() − 1.

varId

taken from the pool of in-

Using this fun tion, all variables

an therefore be identied and information su h as

varsize

type

(eg. pa ketnorm),

(the number of bits assigned to the variable), and

name

an be

determined.

5.3.3 The Stream Key Group
As the name suggests the stream key group is home to the fun tions needed to
obtain information about the stream key dened in the PCS. The fun tions
in this group are as follows:

int getNumKeyPairs(rp shandler *handler)
har *getPairVariable(rp shandler *handler, int pairId, pEl mode)
As was the

ase with the variables, ea h keypair is a

unique Id. Using these Ids, the

getP airV ariable()

essed using its own

an be used to obtain the

names of the variables used in the dierent keypairs by spe ifying the

mode

parameter (either TUPLE_A or TUPLE_B) whi h des ribes whi h part of
the keypair that should be returned.

5.3.4 The Lo ation Group
The fourth group is the lo ation group.

This group en ompasses all the

fun tions needed to obtain information about the lo ations de lared in the
PCS. The fun tions

ontained within this group are as follows:
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har
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getNumLo ations(rp shandler *handler)
getLo Type(rp shandler *handler, int lo Id)
*getLo Name(rp shandler *handler, int lo Id)
getTimeout(rp shandler *handler, int lo Id)

The fun tions in the lo ation group are

on eptually very similar to those

found in the variable and key groups. As was the

ase with variables and

keys, the individual lo ations are indexed and a

essed using their own

unique Id's, and using the dierent fun tions in the group, information su h
as

type (open or

losed), timeout value, and nally the

name of the lo

ation,

an be obtained.

5.3.5 The Transition Group
The last and largest group is the transition group. This group is itself split
into 3 subgroups. The fun tions in the rst subgroup are used to get hold
of the dierent de ision diagrams

reated from the transitions in the PCS.

They are as follows:

dd *getClosed(rp shandler *handler)
dd *getOpen(rp shandler *handler, int lo Id, dire tions dir)
As no dire tion
the

onstraints are asso iated with transitions emerging from

losed lo ation, the

getClosed()

fun tion takes as its only input the

rp shandler representing the PCS in question.

getOpen(), on the other hand,

takes as input also a lo ation Id along with a dire tion, and returns the
orresponding de ision diagram as des ribed in Se tion 5.2.1.
The se ond subgroup holds the fun tions needed to traverse the transition
de ision diagrams returned by the above fun tions. They are as follows:

nType
uint
uint
uint
dd
apTree
gType

getNodeType(rp shandler *handler, dd *ddNode)
getNumPartitions(rp shandler *handler, dd *ddNode)
getLBound(rp shandler *handler, dd *ddNode, uint partId)
getUBound(rp shandler *handler, dd *ddNode, uint partId)
getNextNode(rp shandler *handler, dd *ddNode, uint partId)
*getGuardAPTree(rp shandler *handler, dd *ddNode)
getGuardType(rp shandler *handler, apTree *aptNode)

To traverse the diagram 5 dierent fun tions are available. getNodeType()
is used to determine the type of a node in the diagram (non-terminal or
terminal) and similarly getNumPartitions() returns the number of asso iated partitions.

As with the previous groups the unique partIds

an then

be used to obtain the upper and lower bound of the partitions using the

getLBound() and getUBound(). Finally, an abstra t parse tree en oding the
test asso iated with a given node

an be obtained using the getGuardAP-

Tree() fun tion. Furthermore, to obtain the type of the guard represented
by that tree (boolean or expression), and thereby determine whether the
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node storing it in the de ision diagram is a boolean or expressional node,

getGuardType()

an be used. Finally, to traverse the abstra t parse tree, the

following 4 fun tions are available and the spe i s to how they
to the dierent

onstru ts of the language

do umentation a

apTree
apTree
apTree
apTree

ompanying the

orrespond

an be found in the ele troni

urrent implementation:

*getTokenName(apTree *aptNode)
*getFirstChild(apTree *aptNode)
*getSe ondChild(apTree *aptNode)
*getThirdChild(apTree *aptNode)

As should be

lear from the name getTokenName is used to get the name of a

node in the abstra t parse tree. Depending on the out ome of this fun tion a
number of

hildren are assigned to the node thereby making up the stru ture

of the tree. These

hildren

an subsequently be obtained through the use of

the 3 get*Child fun tion.
The third and last subgroup

ontain the fun tions needed to obtain the

information stored in the terminals of the de ision diagram.

They are as

follows:

tType *getTransType(rp shandler *handler, dd *ddTerminal)
int
getNumUpds(rp shandler *handler, dd *ddTerminal)
int
getUpdVar(rp shandler *handler, dd *ddTerminal, int updId)

apTree *getUpdAPTree(rp shandler *handler, dd *ddTerminal, int updId)

int
getNewLo (rp shandler *handler, dd *ddTerminal)
har *getPropValue(rp shandler *handler, dd *ddTerminal)

From their names the purpose of ea h of these fun tions should be

lear. As

previously des ribed, asso iated with ea h terminal is a number of updates
(possible 0).

Using the three fun tions getNumUpds(), getUpdVar(), and

getUpdAPTree() these updates
the

an be obtained in a way similar to what was

ase with guards in the previous subse tion. Finally, the getTransType(),

getNewLo (), and getPropValue() fun tions

an be used to get the type of

the transition (ignore or update), the lo ation to whi h the transition points,
and nally the property value asso iated with the transition in question.
This

on ludes the des ription of the requirements to the intermediate

des ription, the intermediate representation used by the

urrent implemen-

tation of the retargetable PCS system, and the output generator API. In
the next

hapter, an example as to how to use this API to

output generator for the Netlter rewall will be given.

reate a simple
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Chapter 6

Output Generation
This

hapter des ribes the output generation phase of the proposed system.

As des ribed in Se tion 2.5.2 this is the phase where the PCS, obtained from
the intermediate representation, is transformed into something usable by a
parti ular rewall. Obviously, as what is usable by one rewall is most likely
useless to everything else, the development of these generators is left entirely
to the rewall developers wanting to use the system. However, to give the
reader a feel for the pro ess involved in making su h a generator, this

hapter

des ribes the design and implementation of a sample output generator for

1

a slightly modied version Netlter .

In Se tion 6.1 a brief introdu tion

to the SI part of this rewall is given thus making it
be produ ed by the generator.

lear what needs to

With that in pla e, Se tion 6.2 provides a

des ription of the a tual generator.

6.1 Adding Proto ol Conforman e Spe i ations to
Netlter
As des ribed in Se tion 2.4.2 Netlter is an open-sour e rewall where a lot of
infrastru ture has been added to ease the development of new fun tionality.
Due to this added infrastru ture, adding an additional PCS to the rewall
amounts to implementing a C interfa e of 6 fun tions and

reating a table

entry stru t spe ifying the variables to be stored in the state table.
As des ribed in Se tion 2.2.2 table based SI works by storing the state
information in a table. Whenever a pa ket is re eived, a lookup is performed
to determine whether information is stored about the stream of the pa ket.
If a mat hing entry is found the information stored in this entry is used in the
inspe tion of the pa ket. If not, the pa ket is

1 Currently

he ked against the transitions

SI does not distinguish between the pa kets that are to be blo ked and
those that are to be a epted. As a result the state table is updated regardless of the
future of the pa ket. To ir umvent this, a few minor alterations have been made to the
standard rewall, thus in ee t, easing the development of the generator.
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losed state of the PCS. In Netlter this inspe tion pro ess

arried out using a number of fun tions, ea h with their own well dened

area of responsibility.

By implementing these fun tions a new PCS

therefore be added to the rewall.

an

More spe i ally, the pro ess that the

SI subsystem goes through whenever a pa ket is re eived

an be seen in

Algorithms 5 and 6, where the fun tions to be implemented for ea h PCS
In Netlter the Inspe tPa ket fun tion listed in

are written in itali .

Algorithm 5: Outline of the Netlter
Data
entry

InspectP acket

fun tion

: pa ket to be inspe ted

←

LookupStreamInTable(pa ket);

if entry found then

packet(entry, packet, direction);
else

← reate empty entry;
pkt_to_tuple(buf f er, entry);
invert_tuple(buf f er, entry);
new(entry, packet);
entry

Algorithm 5 is used to perform the a tual inspe tion. Depending on whether
the pa ket is eventually a

epted or dropped it is then the responsibility of

the Commit fun tion listed in Algorithm 6 to apply the updates to the state

2

table .

Algorithm 6: Outline of the Netlter
Data

Commit

fun tion

: pa ket to be inspe ted

if pa ket is to be a epted then
if pa ket->delete then
DeleteEntryFromTable(pa ket);

else
tableEntryForPa ket=pa ket->updatedEntry;

As

an be seen from the Inspe tPa ket fun tion the rst fun tion to be

used is the pa ket fun tion whi h has the following prototype:

int pa ket(stru t ip_ onntra k * t, stru t iphdr *iph, size_t len,
enum ip_ onntra k_info tinfo)
2 The

introdu tion of the
standard rewall.

Commit fun tion is one of the modi ations made to the
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This fun tion is

alled whenever a pa ket for whose stream, an entry in the

state table exists. With the entry, pa ket, and the dire tion as parameters,
it is the job of this fun tion to perform the a tual inspe tion. To make it
possible to delay the a tual updating of the state table until it has been
determined whether the pa ket is to be a

epted or not, the updates are

written into a temporary table entry stru t atta hed to the pa ket along
with the property value of the satised transition.
is either a

epted or dropped the updates

Just before the pa ket

an then be applied using the

Commit fun tion.
Next, is the pkt_to_tuple fun tion:

int pkt_to_tuple( onst void *datah, size_t datalen,
stru t ip_ onntra k_tuple *tuple)
As

an be seen from the listing this fun tion is

ble entry has been

reated.

alled after an empty ta-

Given the pa ket and the new entry it is the

responsibility of this fun tion to extra t from the pa ket, the values of the
variables making up the stream key, and write them in the new entry. When
performing lookups in the table the values of these stored variables

an then

be used to identify the appropriate entry.
The third fun tion in the interfa e is invert_tuple :

int invert_tuple(stru t ip_ onntra k_tuple *tuple,
onst stru t ip_ onntra k_tuple *orig)
The purpose of this fun tion is very similar to that of pkt_to_tuple.

As

with that fun tion, invert_tuple is used to ll the elds used to store the
stream key.

However, where the previous fun tion simply extra ted the

values from the pa ket, this fun tion stores an inverted version of those
variables su h that they ree t how they would look had the pa ket been
owing in the return dire tion. This way, the dire tion of a re eived pa ket
an be determined simply by

he king whi h version of the stream key is

mat hed by the pa ket.
The fourth and nal fun tion used by Inspe tPa ket is the new fun tion.
Its prototype looks as follows:

int new(stru t ip_ onntra k * onntra k, stru t iphdr *iph,
size_t len)
As with the pa ket fun tion this fun tion is responsible for performing the
a tual inspe tion. However, as
is

an be seen from Inspe tPa ket this fun tion

alled upon the re eption of the rst pa ket in a stream. Apart from this,

the responsibilities of pa ket and new are the same.
In addition to the 4 fun tions used by Inspe tPa ket, two se ondary fun tions used to print the

ontent of the state table entry must also be imple-

mented. The prototype of the rst fun tion is as follows:
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unsigned int print_tuple( har *buffer,
stru t ip_ onntra k_tuple *tuple)
The purpose of this fun tion is to print the

ontents of the stream key into

the buer provided in the parameter list. This buer is then used to provide
the user with information about the streams owing a ross the rewall.
The last fun tion is the print_ onntra k fun tion:

unsigned int print_ onntra k( har *buffer,
stru t ip_ onntra k * onntra k)
Similar to print_tuple this fun tion is responsible for printing information
about the values stored in the state table entry to the given buer. However,
ontrary to that fun tion print_ onntra k is responsible for printing the
values of any additional variables not already

overed by print_tuple.

The last pie e of the interfa e to be implemented is the table entry stru t.
As previously des ribed this stru t de lares the variables that are to be stored
within ea h entry in the state table.

It is to instantiations of this stru t

updates are made using the pa ket and new fun tions.

6.2 The Netlter Output Generator
Having identied the interfa e whi h needs to be implemented the output
generator

an now be

the dierent

reated. As this generator is responsible for mapping

onstru ts of the proto ol

onforman e model to the operations

of Netlter using the above mentioned interfa e, the output generator will
be des ribed in that order.

6.2.1 Stored Variables
The

ode for generating the table entry stru t, thereby mapping the stored

variables of the PCM to a PCS in Netlter rewall, is fairly straight forward.
An outline of the
rithm 7

3.

As

ode

apable of generating this stru t

an be seen in Algo-

an be seen from this outline a variable is simply de lared for

ea h stored variable in the PCS. To a hieve the bounded behavior dened for
variables in the model, ea h variable is de lared to the exa t size spe ied in
the PCS. As a result the normal integer primitives are used for variables of
size 8,16, and 32 whereas bit-elds are used for everything else. Finally, as
an be seen from the last line of the outline an additional integer is de lared
to be used for storing the lo ation Id. This variable

an then be used by the

new and pa ket fun tions to tra k the lo ation of the stream.

3 The

handler parameter in the output generator API alls has been left out for brevity.
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6.2 The Netlter Output Generator

Algorithm 7: Outline of the

generate_entry _struct

fun tion

forea h stored variable varId do
if getVarSize(varId) != 8,16 or 32 then
de lare bit-eld of size

getV arSize(varId)

else
de lare unsigned int of size

getV arSize(varId)

de lare lo ation variable integer

6.2.2 Stream Key
As previously des ribed the

ode for implementing the stream key in Netlter

is split over two fun tions, pkt_to_tuple and invert_pa ket. As the
system, and Netlter on the transport layer level,

urrent

urrently only supports

streams utilizing the TCP and UDP proto ols, and as the stream keys for
these proto ols are always the same, the
is trivial. An outline of this

ode for generating these fun tions

ode is shown in Algorithm 8.

As

an be seen

Algorithm 8: Outline of the generate_streamkey fun tion
forea h stream keypair do
swit h pa ket variable type do
ase TCP pa ket variable
generate pkt_to_tuple fun tion for TCP
generate invert_tuple fun tion for TCP

exit generator
ase UDP pa ket variable
generate pkt_to_tuple fun tion for UDP
generate invert_tuple fun tion for UDP

exit generator
otherwise
ontinue

from this outline the stream key generator simply traverses the keypairs
spe ied in the PCS. As Netlter handles all network layer parts of the
stream key transparently, pairs related to this layer are simply ignored and
the traversal

ontinues.

Eventually, upon rea hing a TCP or UDP stream

key pair (identied on the prex of the variable) the
that proto ol is generated and the generation stops.

ode

orresponding to
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6.2.3 Transitions and Lo ations
In terms of mapping transitions and determining whi h transition to take for
a given pa ket, this is done in very mu h the same way des ribed in relation
to the intermediate representation.

As previously des ribed two fun tions

need to be implemented, new and pa ket.
the new fun tion

An outline of the generator for

an be seen in Figure 9.

Initially

alled with the root

Algorithm 9: Outline of the generate_new fun tion
Data

: ddNode from the getClosed diagram

swit h getNodeType(ddNode) do
ase NON-TERMINAL
forea h partId asso iation with ddNode do
generate

onditional for partition partId

generate_new(getNextNode(ddNode, partId));

ase TERMINAL
if getTransType(ddNode) == UPDATE then
forea h update asso iated with terminal do
generate update

ode

generate

ode for updating lo ation variable

generate

ode for updating timeout value

generate

ode for returning asso iated property value

of the diagram returned by the getClosed fun tion, this re ursive fun tion is
apable of traversing this diagram and generate the new fun tion. It does
this by rst determining the type of the node in the diagram.

In

ase of

it being a terminal, the type of the transition represented by this terminal
determines what happens next. If it is an update transition,
asso iated update is generated along with

ode for ea h

ode for updating the lo ation

and timeout values. Finally, regardless of the transition type,
turning the property returned by getPropVal is generated.
given node being a non-terminal,
are generated.

Upon

ode for rease of the

onditional statements for ea h partition

ompletion of the generation for ea h partition, the

generate_new fun tion is then
With regards to the
des ribed

In

alled with the

hild of that partition.

ode for the pa ket fun tion, the generator just

an be reused. However, instead of

diagram, pa ket requires it to be
the open lo ations. Similarly,

alling it with the getClosed

alled with ea h diagram asso iated with

onditionals for

he king the lo ation variable

along with the dire tion of the re eived pa ket must be generated as well.

6.2.4 Additional Fun tionality
As previously des ribed Netlters PCS interfa e
fun tions, print_tuple and print_ onntra k.
print the

ontains an additional two

The purpose of these are to

ontents of a given table entry to a buer whi h

an subsequently

be displayed in a

/pro

for printing the

ontents of the non-IP parts of the stream key. An outline

entry. The rst fun tion, print_tuple, is responsible

of the stru ture of the generated buer

an be seen in Figure 10.

Be ause

Algorithm 10: Outline of the stru ture of the buer generated for the
print_tuple fun tion

sprintf(buer,
forea h stream keypair pairId do
if getPairVariable(pairId, TUPLE_A) != IP_* then

getP airV ariable(pairId, T U P LE _A) :%u
getP airV ariable(pairId, T U P LE _B) :%u

forea h stream keypair pairId do
if getPairVariable(pairId, TUPLE_A) != IP_* then

,

getP airV ariable(pairId, T U P LE _A)
getP airV ariable(pairId, T U P LE _B)

,

);

Netlter handles all network layer stream key information transparently the
generator simply pi ks out the non-IP pairs of the stream key.

For ea h

variable the name along with its value is then printed to the buer.
With regards to the buer generated for the print_ onntra k fun tion
this is very similar to what just des ribed. However, where the print_tuple
buer printed the value of the stream key variables this buer prints the
names and values of the stored variables. An outline of the stru ture of this
buer

an be seen in Algorithm 11.

As

an be seen from this outline the

buer is generated simply by traversing the stored variables of the PCS. As
the generator for the table entry stru t de lared these variables using the
same names as in the PCS these names
This

on ludes the detailed des ription of the proposed system. In the

next part the
sion

an be used dire tly.

urrent implementation of the system is tested, and a

on erning the system as a whole is drawn.

on lu-

Algorithm 11: Outline of the stru ture of the buer generated for the
print_ onntra k fun tion

sprintf(buer,
forea h stored variable varId do

getV arN ame(handler, varId)
state : %s,
forea h stored variable varId do

getV arN ame(handler, varId)
stateid_to_name(stateid)
);

:%u

PART III

Test and Con lusion
Having spent the last part des ribing the proposed retargetable PCS system
in detail, this part nalizes and
the

on ludes on the proje t. First, in Chapter 7

urrent implementation of the proposed system is tested to ensure that

the possible performan e penalty in urred by the high-level approa h of the
retargetable system does not hinder any pra ti al use. With that in pla e,
Chapter 8 points out a number of dire tions for the further development of
the system and nally, in Chapter 9, the proje t is nalized with a

on lusion

on the advantages and drawba ks of the system and its usefulness in general.

Chapter 7

Testing The System
In order to investigate the feasibility of the proposed system and fa ilitate
its

urrent and future development, the system des ribed in this report has

been implemented along with the output generator des ribed in the previous

1

hapter . In this

hapter we test the performan e of the

ode generated

by the Netlter output generator and through that, indire tly test the

or-

re tness of the implementation in general. The tests involves measuring the
performan e of the

ode generated by the Netlter output generator from

a PCSL spe i ation of the TCP PCS
sult is then

urrently used by Netlter. The re-

ompared to the performan e of the native version thus giving

a sense of the performan e hit a

ompanying the retargetable system.

In

Se tion 7.1 we start by des ribing the PCS used in the tests and then in
Se tion 7.2 the a tual tests and their results are des ribed.

7.1 The Proto ol Conforman e Spe i ation
The TCP PCS used by Netlter is more geared towards the task of tra king
the presumed

onne tion state of a stream rather than that of dete ting

illegal pa kets. Be ause of this the PCS is very liberal in the kind of pa kets it
allows and bares little resemblan e to the o ial TCP spe i ation[Pos81b℄.
The result is the very large PCS depi ted in Figure 7.1. Be ause of its size
this PCS provides a good basis for the tests. First of all its size will result in
quite a large PCSL spe i ation. This should, in turn, provide a good test
for the usability of the PCSL language. Se ondly, the size will result in a lot
of

ode being generated by the output generator. As a lot of pro essing on

the pa kets takes pla e outside the

ode ae ted by the retargetable system,

a proportionally small amount of overhead
Testing on a large PCS with a large amount of

ould easily be overshadowed.
ode should in rease this ratio

between inside and outside pro essing and hopefully redu e this problem.

1 For

a brief des ription of the urrent status of this implementation, see Appendix C.
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7.2 Testing the Performan e of the Generated Code
The purpose of the performan e tests are to establish how mu h of a performan e penalty is likely to be in urred by the high level approa h of the
retargetable system. Given the unoptimized state of the Netlter output generator the results obtained from these tests should provide an upper bound
for that overhead. Therefore, if the results are a
to

eptable we should be able

on lude that the overhead is manageable.

7.2.1 Test Setup
The tests have been performed on a small laboratory network
tra

generators separated by a rewall and

XL gigabit swit h. The topology of this network
and details on the

onsisting of 2

onne ted through a Cis o 3500
an be seen in Figure 7.2

omputers and their software are listed in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.2.

The topology of the network used for the tests.

Pro essor: Athlon 2000+
NICs: SysKonne t 9821 v. 2.0
Kernel: Linux 2.4.20
NIC driver: sk98lin v6.04
(a) Conguration of the tra generators.
Table 7.1.

Pro essor: Athlon 2000+
NICs: SysKonne t 9821 v. 2.0
Kernel: Linux 2.6.7
NIC driver: sk98lin v6.23
(b) Conguration of the rewall.

Congurations of the omputers in the test network.

While this setup does not represent any real world s enario it should be
su ient as we are only interested in a

omparative measure between native

and the PCSL approa h. Furthermore, as we are interested in in reasing the
ratio between inside and outside pro essing, this simple setup is preferable
as having only a single stream a ross the rewall redu es the pro essing
required by outside parts (table lookups et .).
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7.2 Testing the Performan e of the Generated Code

7.2.2 Tra and Test Data
The tests were performed using Iperf v2.0.1 as this tool is
ing bidire tional tra
single stream. In a
the tests were

apable of produ -

and allows for the entire test to be performed using a

ordan e with the re ommendations of RFC1944[BM96℄

ondu ted using a number of dierent frame sizes - 56, 128,

512, and 1518 bytes. During these tests a sequen e of pa kets, all belonging to the same stream, are sent a ross the rewall. This stream will

ause

the rewall, upon the arrival of the rst pa ket, to store information about
that stream. Throughout the rest of the test that information will then be
used in the inspe tion pro ess. This way the task of adding this information is performed only on e and the

onsequent table lookups are simplied.

As des ribed above the result is that the ratio between inside and outside
pro essing is in reased thus giving a more a
Finally, the rewall is

urate pi ture of the overhead.

ongured using only a single rule. This way the time

spent traversing the rule lists are also minimized. For the tests the following
rule is used:

iptables -A FORWARD -p t p -m state state NEW,ESTABLISHED,INVALID -j a ept

7.2.3 Test Pro edure
All tests are

ondu ted by rst

learing the rule-set of the rewall and then

onguring it with the previously des ribed rule. Upon
task the Iperf server is initiated on Tra

-P 1. Finally, the Iperf
options: -

ompletion of this

generator 2 using the options: -s

lient is initiated on Tra

generator 1 using the

tra _generator_1 -l frame_size -t 300 -i 5. Upon

the average of the throughput measurements reported by Iperf is

ompletion
al ulated

and noted as the result of the test.

7.2.4 Results and Con lusions
The results of the tests

an be seen in Table 7.2. As an be seen from these

Framesize (bytes)
64 128 512 1518
No SI (Mbps)
340 543 579 579
Native (Mbps)
337 492 499 499
Native Overhead (%)
1
9
14
14
Retargetable (Mbps)
336 493 495 498
Retargetable Overhead (%) 1 9 15 14
Table 7.2.

Results of the performan e tests.

numbers the overhead in urred by the retargetable approa h is negligible
and within 1% of the native version. It

an therefore be

on luded that any
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overhead in urred by the generated
pa ket pro essing

ode is overshadowed by the rest of the

ode. As a result we

an

on lude that the performan e

of the generated output does not hinder the pra ti al use of the system.
Furthermore, this

an be

on luded despite the preliminary status of the

intermediate representation and the output generator. Given the negligible
overhead it is therefore doubtful whether any signi ant in rease in performan e would be gained from improving these two
tests we

an therefore also

urrent states of these

omponents.

Using the

on lude, that from a pra ti al point of view, the

omponents are quite su ient.
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Chapter 8

Further Development
As des ribed in the introdu tion this proje t is, to our knowledge, the rst
one to deal with the development of a retargetable PCS system. As a result,
the system presented in this report is by no means

omplete. In this

we point out a number of dire tions for further developing the

hapter

on ept.

8.1 Support For Appli ation Layer Proto ols
This proje t has been limited to support for TCP and UDP streams only.
As des ribed in Chapter 2 most tra

also uses an appli ation layer pro-

to ol (e.g.

HTTP, FTP). An obvious improvement would therefore be to

extend the

urrent system with the

apability of representing PCSs for su h

proto ols. The task involved in this would amount to the
spe ialization of the proto ol
hange

reation of a new

onforman e model. Presumably the biggest

ompared to the TCP/UDP spe ialization would be the retrieval of

information from the pa kets.

Where TCP and UDP use xed size elds

to store the relevant header information, some appli ation layer proto ols
use variable sized elds. An example of this is FTP. Where IPv4 stores the
host addresses in 32 bit elds, the FTP proto ol stores su h information in
plain ASCII. The result is that it no longer su es simply to look at a xed
part of the pa ket as the addresses 10.0.0.1 and 10.0.0.10 take up 8 and 9
bytes respe tively. To make things even worse, the information stored after
these two addresses is shifted a
have

onstant time a

ordingly.

This means that you no longer

ess to the information stored in the pa kets. In other

words, if you want to get to some information towards the end of the FTP
header you are for ed to parse the entire header up to that point.
fe t this means that a more exible, than the
a

essing su h elds, is needed.

In ef-

urrent way of spe ifying and
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8.2 Graphi al Front-End for the PCSL Language
As

an be seen from the TCP PCS used in the test

be ome quite large.

hapter the PCSs easily

The result is that the number of lines needed to im-

plement any useful PCS qui kly adds up. While ea h line in itself is simple
and straight-forward, one

an qui kly get lost in the large amount of almost

identi al transitions.

ounter this problem, and thereby make it even

To

easier to write PCSs, we propose the development of a graphi al front-end
to the PCSL language. The purpose of this front-end is to allow the user to
des ribe PCSs using the same graphi al representation used in this report.
From this representation the front-end

an generate the appropriate

thereby hiding the PCSL language from the user. Examples of this
are

ode

on ept

UppAal[LPY97℄ and YAGCS[ea01℄ whi h both provide graphi al front-

ends for an underlying textual language. In Figure 8.1 a s reenshot of the

UppAal GUI

an be seen.

The main advantage of su h a tool is that it

The formal veri ation tool UppAal whose GUI is essentially a graphi al frontend
for spe ifying models in the xta language.

Figure 8.1.

tends to in rease the readability of the spe i ation thereby easing the task
of

reating and maintaining it.
Important to note however is that the need for su h a tool should not

in any way be seen as a sign of a weakness in the system presented in this
report. The fa t that it is possible to make su h a graphi al front-end is a
testament to the

ontributions of the system.

Chapter 9

Con lusion
With the introdu tion of SI the task of developing and maintaining a rewall
has be ome harder and more

omplex. One of the main reasons for this is SIs

inherent dependen e on proto ol
the inspe ted streams
spe i ations are hard

onforman e spe i ations against whi h

an be he ked. In

urrent implementations of SI these

oded into the SI subsystem using the same generi

language used to implement the rest of the rewall.

Unfortunately, this

approa h has the disadvantage that the spe i ations are prone to
errors as these generi

ontaining

languages are not very well suited for the task. As

rewalls are primarily meant to provide se urity, and errors tend to lessen
se urity, this is by no means an ideal approa h. Furthermore, as the software
of many rewalls is not easily upgradeable one they have been deployed, the
need for a system that minimizes the risk of errors is apparent.
In this proje t we proposed, developed, implemented, and tested su h
a system. This system, whi h introdu es the notion of retargetable PCSs,
allows the rewall developer to implement PCSs in a rewall independent
manner using a

ustom made, proto ol oriented language.

implementation of the PCS is simplied and the

This way, the

han e of it being

orre t

in reased.
The proposal has in luded the development of a number of
First, an abstra t model, the proto ol

onforman e model, en ompassing the

fun tionality needed in a PCS was made.
dation for

This provided a

ommon foun-

urrent and future versions of the system. With that foundation

in pla e, a spe ialization
the most

omponents.

apable of representing PCSs for streams of two of

ommonly used proto ols - TCP and UDP, was made.

The ba-

sis of this spe ialization was an investigation of the requirements of a wide
range of

urrently available TCP and UDP PCSs. This ensured that, even

though it is impossible to denitively determine the expressive power needed
to represent every possible TCP and UDP PCS, this spe ialization has the
expressive power to represent most, if not all,

urrent and future PCSs for

these proto ols. This way, the major potential drawba k asso iated with a

Con lusion
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less than touring
Having

omplete model was alleviated.

ompleted the model and thus

targetable PCSs, a system
usable

reated the foundation for the re-

apable of transforming these spe i ations into

ode was made. This in luded the development of a simple language

apable of expressing the spe ialized model as well as an intermediate representation

apable of storing the retargetable PCSs.

Finally, through the evaluation of an implementation of the proposed
system, we have shown that the amount of performan e overhead in urred
by the retargetable approa h is negligible. This is despite the fa t that very
little optimization was performed on the retargetable PCS by the intermediate representation and the Netlter output generator.
an therefore

Based on this we

on lude, that also in pra ti e, the use of retargetable spe i-

 ations is a feasible approa h and that the system and its a
implementation is fully usable.

ompanying

Appendix A

Header Fields Symbol Table
This appendix

ontains a list of the dierent elds in the headers of the IP,

UDP, and TCP proto ols along with the symbol by whi h they are referen ed
in this report and the

urrent implementation of the system.

Symbol

IP_VERSION
IP_IHL
IP_TOS
IP_TOTLEN
IP_ID
IP_FRAG
IP_TTL
IP_PROTOCOL
IP_CHECKSUM
IP_SRC
IP_DST

Des ription

Version
Internet Header Length
Type of Servi e
Total Length
Identi ation
Fragment Oset
Time To Live
Proto ol
Che ksum
Sour e IP Address
Destination IP Address

Table A.1.

Symbol

UDP_SRCPORT
UDP_DSTPORT
UDP_LEN
UDP_CHECKSUM
Table A.2.

IP Fields

Des ription

Sour e Port
Destination Port
Length
Che ksum
UDP Fields

Header Fields Symbol Table

Symbol

TCP_SRCPORT
TCP_DSTPORT
TCP_SEQ
TCP_ACKSEQ
TCP_DOFF
TCP_FIN
TCP_SYN
TCP_RST
TCP_PSH
TCP_ACK
TCP_URG
TCP_ECE
TCP_CWR
TCP_WINSIZE
TCP_CHECKSUM
TCP_URGPTR
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Des ription

Sour e Port
Destination Port
Sequen e Number
A knowledgment Number
Data Oset
FIN Flag
SYN Flag
RST Flag
PSH Flag
ACK Flag
URG Flag
ECE Flag
CWR Flag
Window Size
Che ksum
Urgent Pointer

Table A.3.

TCP Fields

Appendix B

The PCSL Language
B.1 Abstra t Syntax
The abstra t syntax of the PCSL language is as follows:

1. Synta ti

ategories

V D ∈ V ariable declarations

ol ∈ Open locations

SD ∈ Stream key declarations

p ∈ P roperty values

LD ∈ Location declarations
T D ∈ T ransitions

D ∈ Directions
GD ∈ Guard declarations

p ∈ P roperty values
sn ∈ Stored normal variables

G ∈ Guards
U D ∈ U pdate declarations

U ∈ U pdates
pn ∈ P acket normal f ields
ps ∈ P acket Sequence number f ields P D ∈ P roperty value declatations
n ∈ N umerals
V LIST ∈ V ariable lists

N EXP ∈ N ormal expressions
BOP ∈ Boolean operators

AOP ∈ Arithmetic operators
cl ∈ Closed locations
CLD ∈ Closed location declarations
OLD ∈ Open location declarations
ss ∈ Stored sequence number variables
SEXP ∈ Sequence number expressions
DD ∈ Def ault property value declarations
P CS ∈ P rotocol Conf ormance Specif ications
2. Denitions

P CS ::= DD V D SD LD T D
DD ::= defpropvalue p;
V D ::= storednorm sn n; | storedseq ss n; |
| pa ketseq ps n; | V D1 V D2

pa ketnorm

pn n;
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SD ::= keypair V LIST ; | SD1 SD2
V LIST ::= pn , pn | ps , ps
LD ::= CLD; OLD;
CLD ::= lo ation cl
OLD ::= olo ation ol n | OLD1 ; OLD2
T D ::= itrans cl -> cl {GD P D }
| itrans ol -> ol {D GD P D }
| utrans cl -> ol {GD U D P D}
| utrans ol -> ol {D GD U D P D}
| utrans ol -> cl {D GD P D }
| T D1 T D2
D ::= dire tion original; | dire tion return;
P D ::= propvalue p;
GD ::= guard G; | ǫ
G ::= N EXP BOP N EXP | SEXP BOP SEXP | G1 , G2
N EXP ::= n | sn | pn | (n)(N EXP AOP N EXP ) | (N EXP )
BOP ::= < | > | <= | >= | ==
SEXP ::= ps + N EXP | ss + N EXP
AOP ::= + | - | * | / | //
U D ::= update U ; | ǫ
U ::= sn := N EXP | ss :=SEXP | U1 , U2

B.2 Con rete Syntax
The following listing shows the

Alpha
Digit
Num
AlphaNum
Ident
Start
Dd
Vd
VariableType
Sd
Vlist
Ld
Cld
Old

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

a | ...
0 | ...

|
|

on rete syntax for the PCSL language:

z | A | ...
9

|

Z

Digit | Num Digit
Alpha | Num
Alpha | Ident AlphaNum
Dd Vd Sd Ld Td

defpropvalue

Ident

;|ǫ
storednorm | pa ketnorm | storedseq | pa ketseq
Sd keypair Vlist ; | ǫ
Ident , Ident
Vd VariableType Ident Num

Cld Old

losed lo ation Ident ;
Old open lo ation Ident

Num

;|ǫ
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Td
TransType
D
Gd
Pd
G
Exp
Bop
Aop
Ud
U

-> Ident { D GD UD
itrans | utrans
dire tion original | dire tion return
guard G ; | ǫ
propvalue Ident ;
Exp Bop Exp | G , Exp Bop Exp
Num | Ident | ( Num ) ( Exp ) | ( Exp )
== | < | <= | > | >=
+ | - | * | / | //
update U ; | ǫ
Ident := Exp | U , Ident := Exp

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

Td TransType Ident

PD

}

B.3 Type System
Using the notation of [Car97℄ the judgments of the formalized type system
of PCSL are as follows:

Γ⊢⋄
Γ⊢A
Γ⊢M :A
Γ ⊢ A <: B
Γ⊢D∴S
Γ ⊢ DD
Γ ⊢ SD
Γ⊢D
Γ ⊢ GD
Γ⊢U
Γ ⊢ UD
Γ ⊢ PD
Γ ⊢ TD

Γ is a well-formed environment
A is a well-formed type in Γ
M is a well-formed term of type A in Γ
A is a subtype of B in Γ
D is a well-formed de laration of signature S in Γ
DD is a well-formed default property value de laration
SD is a well-formed keypair de laration in Γ
D is a well-formed dire tion de laration in Γ
GD is a well-formed guard de laration in Γ
U is a well-formed update element in Γ
U D is a well-formed update in Γ
P D is a well-formed property value de laration in Γ
T D is a well-formed transition de laration in Γ

in

Γ

With respe t to the type rules a few additions are made to the notation of
[Car97℄ to ease their des ription. This due to ea h variable being de lared
with a bitsize denoting its upper bound.
how the variable

Be ause these bounds inuen e

an be used in guards, assignments et . two variables with

the diering upper bounds are seen to be of dierent types. In this view the
language

ontains a large number of types, most of them being variations

of the basi  types pa ketnorm, pa ketseq, storednorm, and storedseq.

To

avoid having to dene and deal with ea h of these individually the following

BasicT ype · #bits where #bits is the number of bits
BasicT ype is the type it is a variation of. Using
packetnorm · 6 would be the type of a variable de lared with

notation is used :

assigned to the variable and
this notation
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and the number of bits set to 6.

With this in mind the

following table shows the type rules of the PCSL language:

(Env ∅)

(Env M)
Γ⊢A

∅⊢⋄

M ∈dom(Γ)
/
Γ,M :A⊢⋄

(Type Bool) (Type Clo )

(Type Olo )

(Type Propval)

Γ⊢⋄
Γ⊢Bool

Γ⊢⋄
Γ⊢Olocation

Γ⊢⋄
Γ⊢P ropvalue

Γ⊢⋄
Γ⊢Clocation

(Type Pa ketnorm)

(Type Pa ketseq)

Γ⊢⋄
Γ⊢P acketnorm·n (n = 1, 2, . . . , 32)

Γ⊢⋄
Γ⊢P acketseq·n (n = 8, 16, 32)

(Type Storednorm)

(Type Storedseq)

Γ⊢⋄
Γ⊢Storednorm·n (n = 1, 2, . . . , 32)

Γ⊢⋄
Γ⊢Storedseq·n (n = 8, 16, 32)

(Type Norm)

(Type Seq)

Γ⊢⋄
Γ⊢N orm·n (n = 1, 2, . . . , 32)

Γ⊢⋄
Γ⊢Seq·n (n = 8, 16, 32)

(Sub Re)

(Sub Trans)

(Sub Subsumption)

Γ⊢A
Γ⊢A<:A

Γ⊢A<:B Γ⊢B<:C
Γ⊢A<:C

Γ⊢a:A Γ⊢A<:B
Γ⊢a:B

(Sub Snorm)

(Sub Pnorm)

Γ⊢Storednorm·x Γ⊢N orm·y
Γ⊢Storednorm·x<:N orm·y (x ≤ y)

Γ⊢P acketnorm·x Γ⊢N orm·y
Γ⊢P acketnorm·x<:N orm·y (x ≤ y)

(Sub Sseq)

(Sub Pseq)

Γ⊢Storedseq·x Γ⊢Seq·y
Γ⊢Storedseq·x<:Seq·y (x ≤ y)

Γ⊢P acketseq·x Γ⊢Seq·y
Γ⊢P acketseq·x<:Seq·y (x ≤ y)

(PCS)
∅⊢DD

∅⊢V D∴(V :A)

(Defpropval)

V :A⊢SD∴(S:B) V :A,S:B⊢LD∴(L:C)
∅⊢DD V D SD LD T D

(VDe l Sequen e)

Γ⊢⋄

Γ⊢V D1 ∴ (M :A) Γ,M :A ⊢ V D2
Γ⊢V D1 V D2

(VDe l Snorm)

(VDe l Sseq)

defpropvalue p ;

Γ⊢

Γ,sn:Storednorm·n⊢⋄
sn n ∴ (sn:Storednorm·n)

storednorm

Γ⊢

;

(VDe l Pnorm)

Γ,ss:Storedseq·n⊢⋄

storedseq ss n; ∴ (ss:Storedseq·n)

Γ⊢

(VDe l Pseq)

Γ,pn:P acketnorm·n⊢⋄
pn n ∴ (pn:P acketnorm·n)

pa ketnorm

Γ⊢

V :A,S:B,L:C⊢T D

;

(Keypair Sequen e)

(Keypair)

Γ⊢SD1 Γ⊢SD2
Γ⊢SD1 SD2

Γ⊢I1 :A

Γ,ps:P acketseq·n⊢⋄

pa ketseq ps n; ∴ (ps:P acketseq·n)

Γ⊢

Γ⊢I2 :A A∈{P acketnorm·n,P acketseq·n}
Γ⊢
I1 I2

keypair , ;

(VDe l Cold)

(LDe l Clo )

Γ⊢CLD ∴ (M :A) Γ,M :A ⊢ OLD
Γ⊢CLD OLD

Γ⊢

Γ,cl:Clocation⊢⋄

lo ation cl ; ∴ (cl:Clocation)
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(LDe l Olo )

(LDe l Sequen e)
Γ⊢OLD1 ∴ (M :A) Γ,M :A ⊢ OLD2
Γ⊢OLD1 OLD2

Γ,ol:Olocation⊢⋄
ol ∴ (ol:Olocation)

olo ation ;

Γ⊢

(Trans I l l)
Γ⊢cl1 :Clocation
Γ⊢

Γ⊢cl2 :Clocation

Γ⊢GD

Γ⊢P D

itrans cl -> cl {GD P D}
1

2

(Trans Iolol)
Γ⊢ol1 :Olocation
Γ⊢

itrans ol -> ol {D GD P D}

Γ⊢ol2 :Olocation

Γ⊢P D

utrans cl -> ol {GD U D P D}

Γ⊢P D

1

Γ⊢D

Γ⊢GD

2

(Trans U lol)
Γ⊢cl:Clocation
Γ⊢

Γ⊢ol:Olocation

Γ⊢GD

Γ⊢U D

(Trans Uolol)
Γ⊢ol1 :Olocation Γ⊢ol2 :Olocation Γ⊢D Γ⊢GD Γ⊢U D
Γ⊢
ol1
ol2 D GD U D P D

utrans

->

{

}

(Trans Uol l)

Γ⊢P D

(Trans Sequen e)

utrans -> {

Γ⊢ol:Olocation
Γ⊢

}

Γ⊢cl:Clocation Γ⊢D Γ⊢GD
ol
cl D GD P D

(Dir Orig)

(Dir Ret)

dire tion original;
Γ⊢⋄

Γ⊢

Γ⊢T D1 Γ⊢T D2
Γ⊢T D1 T D2

Γ⊢P D

(Propval)

dire tion return;

(Guard)

propvalue p ;

Γ⊢⋄

guard ;

Γ⊢⋄

Γ⊢

Γ⊢G:Bool
Γ⊢
G

Γ⊢

(Guardeln )

(Guard Sequen e)

Γ⊢N EXP1 :N orm·a Γ⊢N EXP2 :N orm·b
Γ⊢N EXP1 ∼ N EXP2 : Bool

∼= {<, >, <=, >=, ==}

(Guardels )

,

Γ⊢G1 : Bool Γ⊢G2 : Bool
Γ⊢G1 G2 : Bool

(Numeral)

Γ⊢SEXP1 :Seq·a Γ⊢SEXP2 :Seq·a
Γ⊢SEXP1 ∼ SEXP2 : Bool

∼= {<, >, <=, >=, ==}

Γ⊢A

A=N orm·⌈log2 (n+1)⌉
Γ⊢n : A

(Nexp)

(Paren)

Γ⊢N EXP1 :N orm·a Γ⊢N EXP2 :N orm·b n∈{1,2,...,32}
Γ⊢(n)(N EXP1 ∼ N EXP2 ) : N orm· n

Γ⊢N EXP :A
Γ⊢(N EXP ) : A

(Sexp)

(Update)

Γ⊢sv:Seq·a Γ⊢N EXP :N orm·b
(a ≥
Γ⊢sv
N EXP : Seq·a

+

b
)
2

(Updateel)

update U ;
Γ⊢U

Γ⊢

(Updateeln )

,

Γ⊢U1 Γ⊢U2
Γ⊢U1 U2

(Updateels )

:=

Γ⊢sn:Storednorm·a Γ⊢N EXP :N orm·b
(a ≥ b)
Γ⊢sn
N EXP

Γ⊢ss:Storedseq·a Γ⊢SEXP :Seq·a
Γ⊢ss
SEXP

:=
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Appendix C

Current Status of the
Implementation
As should be

lear from the report the

urrent implementation of the system

should be seen mainly as an experimental tool used during development,
and as a platform for testing and evaluating the retargetable

on ept. With

that being said, the implementation is however stable, fully fun tional, and

1

the output generator API fully do umented . Currently the following three
output generators exists:

Netlter Generator: An output generator
mized

apable of generating unopti-

ode for the Netlter rewall. The spe i s of this generator is

des ribed in Chapter 6.

PCS Illustrator: An output generator

apable of depi ting a PCSL spe -

i ation using the graphi al notation des ribed in Se tion 3.1.4. The
graphi al illustration of Netlters standard TCP PCS depi ted in Figure 7.1 is

reated using this generator.

Diagram Illustrator: An output generator

apable of depi ting the de i-

sion diagrams stored by the intermediate representation. The graphi al
notation is similar to that of Figure 5.1.
To ease the development of new generators, and in tune with the initial
ar hite ture previously depi ted in Chapter 2, phases 1 and 2 have been
implemented as an external library. Using that approa h, integrating new
generators with the

urrent implementation is merely a matter of linking

against that library and a

essing it using the output generator API. For

an illustration of this relationship between phases 1 and 2 and the output
generators, see Figure C.1.

1 For

a omplete des ription of the output generator API, see the do umentation a ompanying the implementation.
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Netfilter Generator

PCS Illustrator

Diagram Illustrator

Current Output Generators

(nfcodegen)

(pcsillustrate)

(dddepict)

(application name)

RPCS Library

Core System

Figure C.1. The relationship between the ore of the retargetable system (phases 1 and 2) and
the output generators. Ea h individual generator makes up its own appli ation and is linked
against the RPCS library whi h provide a ess to the system using the output generator API.

Appendix D

Summary
With the introdu tion of SI the task of developing and maintaining a rewall
has be ome harder and more

omplex. One of the main reasons for this is SIs

inherent dependen e on proto ol
the inspe ted streams

onforman e spe i ations against whi h

an be he ked. In

spe i ations are hard

urrent implementations of SI these

oded into the SI subsystem using the same generi

language used to implement the rest of the rewall.

Unfortunately, this

approa h has the disadvantage that the spe i ations are prone to
errors as these generi

ontaining

languages are not very well suited for the task. As

rewalls are primarily meant to provide se urity, and errors tend to lessen
se urity, this is by no means an ideal approa h. Furthermore, as the software
of many rewalls is not easily upgradeable one they have been deployed, the
need for a system that minimizes the risk of errors is apparent.
In this proje t we have proposed, developed, implemented, and tested
su h a system.

This system, whi h introdu es the notion of retargetable

PCSs, allows the rewall developer to implement PCSs in a rewall independent manner using a

ustom made, proto ol oriented language. This way, the

implementation of the PCS is simplied and the

han e of it being

orre t

is in reased.
This proposed system has in luded the development of a number of
ponents. First, an abstra t model, the proto ol

onforman e model, en om-

passing the fun tionality needed in a PCS has been made.
a

ommon foundation for

been

This provides

urrent and future versions of the system. With

that foundation in pla e, a spe ialization
streams of two of the most

om-

apable of representing PCSs for

ommonly used proto ols - TCP and UDP, has

reated. The basis of this spe ialization is an investigation of the re-

quirements of a wide range of

urrently available TCP and UDP PCSs. This

ensures that, even though it is impossible to denitively determine the expressive power needed to represent every possible TCP and UDP PCS, this
spe ialization has the expressive power to represent most, if not all,

urrent

and future PCSs for these proto ols. This way, the major potential drawba k
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asso iated with a less than touring
Having

omplete model has been alleviated.

ompleted the model and thus

targetable PCSs, a system

reated the foundation for the re-

apable of transforming these spe i ations into

usable

ode has been made. This in ludes the development of a simple lan-

guage

apable of expressing the spe ialized model as well as an intermediate

representation

apable of storing the retargetable PCSs.

Finally, through the evaluation of an implementation of the proposed
system, we have shown that the amount of performan e overhead in urred by
the retargetable approa h is negligible. This is despite the fa t that very little
optimization was performed on the retargetable PCS by the intermediate
representation and the Netlter output generator. Based on this we therefore
on lude, that also in pra ti e, the use of retargetable spe i ations is a
feasible approa h and that the system and its a
is fully usable.

ompanying implementation
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